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Summary 
Landslide is a type of mass movement that causes damage in lllany areas. The evolving 
remote sensing technology in producing high resolution images may help in landslide 
studies. However, the problem in detecting small size landslides is still challengiug 
when suitabk image resolution of the area being analysed is not available. 
In this thesis, first a simple method of landslide detection and identification is imple-
mentccl. It is based on the use of local lllut1\al inforlnatiou. This simple met hod can 
be used to detect landslidcs of large extent. b1\t it is not appropriate for the detection 
of small landslides. Theu, we propose a novel method based on clastic image regis-
tration. appropriate for the detectiou of small landslides. This method can be used 
to detect and quantify landslide movemcnt with sub-pixel accmacy. It is based on 
the invocatioll of deformation operators which imitate the defonnatious expected to 
be obs('l'vcd when a landslide ocems. The similarity between two images is measured 
by a similarity fUlH:tion which takes into c:onsideratioll grey level value correlatioll aud 
geometric: deformation. The geometric deformatioll term ensures that the minimum 
nec:(~ssary dcfonnation compatible with the two images is elllployed. Au (~xtra term, 
eusuriug uHtximum overlap between tlw two images is also incorporated. There (He two 
versions of this uwthocl. One using the correla.tion coefficient as a measure of similarity 
for tllP grey level value, nue! another oue usiug mutual informatiou. These methods 
ar<~ t('sted nsillg wal pairs of images with known small scal<~ landslides. Tlw mutual 
iuformatiou-hased ltlcthod gives more rdiabl<' results. 
Key words: local similarity llleasure, change detection. clastic: image r<~gistratiou, size 
of lllO\'(~mellt.. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this thesis, \ve present the work 011 landslide detection and i<i(mtificatioll that can 
be used for landslide monitoring. This includes the usc of a. 10c:a1 similarity measure 
to detect and identify landslide areas, a.ppropriate for the cietectioll of large-scale la.nd-
slides. Then. the problem of small scale lallcislicies (in comparison with the resolntion 
of the available iltlages) is tackled by using elastic image registration. The motivation 
of this research is pl"(~s('nted in section 1.1. The aims ami llmjor achievements of this 
thesis arc presented in section 1.2. Finally, an outline of the thesis is given in section 
1.3. 
1.1 Motivation 
A landslide is defined as the movement of a mass of rock, dehris or earth down a slope 
[30]. Other terms used to refer to landslide events include "mass movements". "slope 
failures" 1 "slope instability" and "terrain instahility" [12]. Landslides are primarily 
associated with high relief areas snch as those found in mountainous regions. N ('ve1"-
tlwless, they lllay also occur in low relief areas. The most common types of landslide 
are descriiwd next [5. G]: 
• Slides: Although many types of lllass movement are included in the general term 
"landslide". the more restrictive use of the term refers only to lllass movement. 
1 
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where there is a distinct ZOlW of weakness that separates the slide lllaterial frOlll 
lllore stahk llnderlying lllatm·iai. The two Illajor types of slide arc mlnti()llal 
slides and trallsla t.iOllal slides. 
Rotational slide (also called slump): This is a slide iu which tl](' smfac(' 
of rnpt.mc is clll"vcd concavdy llPwards and the slide lllovelllellt is roughly 
rotatiOlml abollt an axis that is parallel to the grouud sllrfaC(~ and trallSV(~rSe 
across the slide (figure 1.1(a)). 
Translational slide: III this type of slick the lalldslidc lllass U10VCS along a 
rougl!ly plallar smface with littk rotatioll or backward tiltillg (figure 1.1(h)). 
• Falls: Falls an~ ahrtlpt 1llOVClllCllts of lIlasses of geologic lllat.erials, such as rocks 
awl b()ulckrs, that hc~c()nw detached frolll steep slopes or cliff's (fignre 1.1 (c)). Sep-
amtioll oeems aloug discout.illuities such as fmetmes, joillts al\(I beddillg pluues, 
a I\( I lllovelllcnt. occms by fn~e- fall, b01l11Ciug and rollillg . 
• Topples: A topple is a forward rotation 01lt of t.he slope of lllass of soil or rock 
aho1lt a point helow thl' centrl' of gravity of the displaced nmss (figml' 1.1(d)). 
• Flows: There arc five basic: categories of How that diff'cr frOlll 01\(' auothcr in 
funcialllental ways. 
~ Debris flow: A d(~hris How is a fOrtll of rapid lllass lllovelllent. ill which a 
c()jllhillation of loose soil. rock. organic: lllatte\". air and water are lllOhilised 
as a slurry that Hows downslop(~ (figme 1.1(e)). 
Debris avalanche: A dehris avalallclw is a variety of vcry rapid to ex-
tn~n]('ly rapid debris How (fignre 1.1(f)). 
Earthflow: All earthHow is a dOWllSlopc lllovellwllt of soil which has hCCll 
saturated with water to tl](' extent that the debris llloves as a Hllid (figmc 
1.1 (g)). vVhile Howillg, (~itlwr slowly or rapidly, the lllass gellcrally relllHills 
covered hy a blallkct of vegctatioll. 
Mudflow: A IImdHow is an carthHow cOllsistillg of material that is wet 
enollgh to How rapidly awl that cOlltains at least 50 percellt s<tlld-. silt-, 
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and clay-sized particles. In some instances, for example in many newspaper 
reports, mudflows and debris flows are commonly referred to as "mudslides" . 
- Creep: Creep is the imperceptibly slow, steady, downward movement of 
slope-forming soil or rock (figure 1.1 (h) ). 
• Lateral spreads: Lateral spreads are distinctive because they usually occur on 
very gentle slopes or flat terrain (figure 1.1(i)). The dominant mode of movement 
is lateral extension accompanied by shear or tensile fractures. Failure is usually 
triggered by rapid ground motion, such as that experienced during an earthquake, 
but it can also be artificially induced. The failure starts suddenly in a small area 
and spreads rapidly. 
A landslide occurs when the internal strength of the soil is not great enough. As a 
result, it makes the slope produce a downward velocity. Variables that may influence 
the decreasing of this strength are precipitation, moisture in the soil, weight and friction 
[12]. Therefore, factors that contribute to landslides are: 
• Erosion by rivers, glaciers, or ocean waves which create oversteepened slopes [13]. 
• Heavy rains and snowmelt which weaken rock and soil slopes [13]. 
• Earthquakes which create stresses that make weak slopes fail [2, 98, 92, 91, 13]. 
• Volcanic eruptions which produce loose ash deposits, heavy rain, and debris flows 
[13,91]. 
• Excess weight from accumulation of rain or snow, stockpiling of rock or ore, 
from waste piles, or from man-made structures [92, 91] may stress weak slopes to 
failure. 
These geological and geographical factors can cause landslides to occur at the same 
area as in the past [105, 113, 78, 35, 108, 68]. 
Landslides are a serious geologic hazard. Landslides cause deaths, homelessness and 
often result in catastrophic damage to highways, railways and pipelines [91, 98]. Al-
though not every landslide results in a catastrophy, the damage from many small ones 
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Figure 1.1: Type of landslide. (Picture taken from [5J.) 
may equal or exceed the impact of a single major failure . Thus, both large and small 
landslides are capable of causing significant damage and loss of life [98]. Under the 
assumption that future landslides will occur under conditions similar to those in the 
past [13, 43, 57], the area where a landslide occurs is categorised as belonging to the 
prone-to-landslide environment . Areas in such environments have high potential of new 
landslide occurrence. Therefore, an effective way to prevent future damage is to iden-
tify landslide areas [57]. When such an area is identified, its activity may be monitored 
and specific analysis can be done, so that precautions can be taken. 
1.1 . l\Joti Vi:l./;iOll 5 
LandslidcH arc rclatively slllall observation targetH [1l0] and requirc thc lise or obHcr-
vat ioll" ] data with 111llch greatcr spatial resolu tion with r Hpcct to that uscd for othcr 
nat ura l diHHH(crH such etH cmthquakcH and volcanic erup tionH [l OG, 9 . 92]. T hcrc is HO 
Htallci ard fo r dcsc rib ing lancblicl eH by sizc. Accordin g to Singhroy [98]. charactcristic 
c1imCllHions of slllall slidcs gencrally range froll1 10m to 100m. Table 1.1 givcH Homc 
guidance to descri hing land. 'liclcH by Hize . taken from [29]. 
I Descri p tor II i\ rea. 111 ~ 
V Ty silia ll < 200 
Silia ll 200-2.000 
]\ I ('(I i lim 2.000 - 20,000 
Large 20,000 - 200.000 
Very large 200,000 - 2,000.000 
I lugc > 2.000, 000 
Tablc 1.1: C:1'() llpillg landsl ides by area [" kcn 1'1'0111 12D]. 
The Hingle (U1c]1Il0Ht important factor wlricb lillli tH tli e ut ili ty of mallY currently Hva.ilablc 
Earth Observation clataHetH is t il e coarse rCHol11 t ion or Hpac(' imagery [J06]. Thc spahaJ 
r solu t ion rcquired for re 'ogni t ion of most larg lauc1 Hlicl cH is about 10m [2] . In llI apping 
of large landslidcH . high resolution stcrco Synthetic Apcrturc TIadnr (SAR) and optical 
images lilay hc ll s('c1 to give useful informat ioll . Howcvcr, mapping or sllIHU('r scalc 
landslides st ill req11ireH ('x tenHivc lise of aerial pboto anc1 fielci work . Table 1.2 shows 
the llliniulllJll Hi:;,' of h'Luc1 sli cl('s that Illay hc recogniscd by vari olls ty pcs of rcmote 
Hcnsing imagery hased 0 11 itH spatial resolu ti n. According to Zhang et al [115]. thc 
Systelll POlil L'Obscrvat ioll dc la Terra (SPOT) 5. IKONOS, QUICKBIRD im agerH 
and aNial photoH arc morc sui t(Lblc for rccognising IllOS t lallc1slid es (sizc of scv('ml t llH 
to a few bllndrcc11l1('terH). Howcver , t hc cnpnbili ty of thcse satelli te images is limi ted by 
thcir Ht) ctral rCHolu t ion. Mul t isl ectml satclli tc rcmotc sensing data givc the Hpectral 
chnrn,ctcri sti cs of thc Earth 's surface and tbis can bc uscd For landslide invcnto ri cs 
[8cl , 3]. Id ent ification and tracking of small landslidcH could ab o bc grcatly fac ili tateci 
by UHi ng spect ral imaging [106 , 9 ]. Landsat i mages have a high 1111ll t ispcctral reHolu t ion 
bu t bccaus(' f t ll c limi tation of thcir spati al re-so lu tion, they arc too coarsc for landslidc 
identifi catioll u nlcss the i mage data arc reHcunp led [91] and m(' rgcd wit h othcr highcr 
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resolutioll airborne [102] or radar images [91]. 
Data Source Spatial rl'Wlutioll (m) Lalldslide si~p (m) 
lvISS 80 800 
LalJdsat-S 
Tlvl 30 ;{OO 
ETlvI ;30 :300 
Lalldsat-7 
PAN IS IGO 
xs 20 200 
SPO'1'-1 ,2,'1 
PAN 10 100 
XS 10 100 
SPOT-5 PANI S ·50 
PAN2 2.S 2G 
XS 
II<ONOS 
PAN 10 
XS 2.44 2S 
QUICKI3IIW 
PAN 0.G1 (j 
A()rial photos I :GO,OOO O.GO 5.0 
Aprial photos I :2S,000 O.2G 2.G 
A()rial photos I: 10,000 0.10 1.0 
Table 1.2: j\'lilJillllllll si~(! of lalJdslides that way In' recoglJised by various type's of !'('IllO\(' s('llsillg 
illlagery bas('d OIJ its spatial !'(~s()lutiolJ. (TakelJ from [lIS].) 
Aerial photography has been used extensively to characterise landslides alld to pro-
duce landslide invelltory maps not only ])ccanse of its high spatial resolutioll, but also 
because of its stereo viewing capability [98]. However, air photos are not readily avail-
able in all areas [Dl]. Stereo capability is very Ilseful in generating a Digital Elcvatioll 
Model (DEM) [71], which is used to study and analyse the details of the Earth's S\ll'-
face [9:3,48, 111, 112]. An alternative way to create DEMs is to use SAR images. SAR 
images provide information on the terrain roughness and texture [91]. The airborne 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) technique provides an accurate rep-
resentation of the slope geomorphology. This facilitated the identification of lalldslide 
features in difficult high relief terrains [98, 91, 97]. However, its application is still lim-
ited because a good result can only be achieved when a good radar dataset satisfying 
interference conditions is available [11 0]. 
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Therefore, it is clearly seen that the adaptation of the image processing technology to 
landslide studies is still challenging. ]'dore research in this area need to be done to 
overcome the problem of the coarse resolution of satellite images. 
1.2 Objectives and Achievements of this Thesis 
The objectives of this thesis are as follows: 
• to propose it new simple method of landslide detection and identification: 
• to illlprov(~ the capability of coarse spatial resolution satellite images so that they 
can be used to detect and quantify landslide movement with sub-pixel accuracy. 
The lllajor contrilmtions of this thesis are as follows: 
• a llovd approach for change detection and landslide identification has been im-
plemented by using a local similarity mcasnrc based on mutual information: 
• novel clefonnation operators which imitate the way land deforms dnring a lnnd-
slide have been developed; 
• a novel approach of sub-pixel accuracy of landslide lllovement detection and qWUl-
tification has becn developed by llsing elastic illlage registration. 
1.3 Structure of the thesis 
Chapter 2 presents a literatnre survey on landslide detection and identification. The 
available methods to elate are described. The literature covers methods for different 
types of image, different size of landslide and different triggering factors. The limita-
tions of the variolls approaches are also identified. 
Chapter :) presents a new simple method of landslide detection and identification. First, 
a brief overview of the study areas is given. Then, we aligned the coordinates of the 
available pair of images. We also prescnt how the cloud and snow pixels in the images 
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are removed. Then, the no-cloud and no-snow areas of the images ar() enllanced ns-
ing Priucipal Component Analysis (PCA). After the preprocessiug stage is completed, 
we use these images to test the method. The proposed method contains three stages: 
finding the local mutual information for every pixel, thresholding the locallll1ltnal iufor-
rnation images and ideutifying changed blobs llsiug an area-based filter. The lnudslide 
areas arc thus identified. This chapter coucludes by showing that this method is not 
appropriate for the detection of small scale landslides. 
Chapter 4 presents a literature survey on image registration. The application of inli\.ge 
registratiou is widely 1lsed in the fidd of Rcmotely Senscd Data Processing, Cumpnter 
Visioll awl Patten! Rccognitiou, awl Medical Image Analysis. Thercfon~, iu order to 
explain this methodology, the basic steps iu registering two images are first described 
iu detail. Then, the literature smvcy is extended to the latest method of illlag(~ regis-
tratioll. 
Chapter G presents fl lWW method of landslide lIlovelllent detection and q llflutification. 
The aim of this chapter is to detect small landslides from coarse resolution illlages. This 
is doue by nsing elastic image registration. Four ddonnation operators are d(~vcl()ped 
to illlitate the way laud deforms during a landslide. Three terms are added to form a 
cost fnnction which controls the process of registration. They take into cOllsidemtiuu 
grey level correlation, geometric defOrIllatioll a11d overlapping. Tlwre are two versions 
of the cost hmctio11. One nses the cUlTelation coefficient in measnring the similarity of 
the grey level valnes alld the other 1lses mutnal i11fonnatio11. Before performing a full 
nm, we prese11t ways that can be nscd to i11crcase the efficie11cy of the method. This is 
d011e by improved parameter selectioll and stopping criterion, and also by performillg 
exploratory rHns. The algorithm is nm several times with differellt seeds for the random 
number of gellerator. The consensus result is considered to be the final result. 
Finally, Chapter G presents the conclusions of this study. The main contributions of 
this thesis are clearly ontlined. In addition, some snggestiolls on futme work are also 
presented. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature survey on landslide 
detection and identification 
Remote sensing data are primary sources extensively used for change detection awl 
identification. There are three important aspects in identifying landslides: size of the 
features, their contrast (the difference in spectral characteristics between the landslides 
and their sUlTonnding areas) and their morphological expression [67]. NIany change 
detection and identification tedmiqnes have been developed [G7, 70,64]. 
This chapter presents a literature :mrvey on the application of image processing tech-
niques used to detect and identify landslides using remote sensing data. This includes 
image enhancement, image differencing, vegetation index differencing, image classifica-
tion, image registration and the Differential Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry 
(DInSAR) technique. In the following, the basic idea of each techniqnc will be de-
scribed, and the various papers published using it will be discussed. The papers vary 
according to the use of different types of data, different size of landslide they are dealing 
with and different triggering factors for landslide occurrence they consider. 
2.1 Image enhancement 
Enhancement alters the appearance of an image in such a way that the information 
contained in that image is more readily interpreted visually in terms of a particular 
11 
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need [69]. Image contrast enhancement which modifies the grey scale of all image 
[89] has heen llsed by Kwang-Hoon Chi ct aI. [27] to detect and identify Jawlslielcs 
from variolls pallchroll1atic remote sensing images: SPOT Pall., IRS I-C and Korean 
Multiplll'pose Satellite (KOIVIPSAT-1 EOC) images. They comparee! the llsdlllncss of 
these images for lawlslide detectioll. They first resalllplcd thesc illlages, w hic:h had 
spatial rcsoilltioll of IOnl, 5T11 awl G.Gm, respectivc!y, to 5(11. The rcsll1t showed that 
imagery from KO]'dSAT-1 EOC cOllkl h(~ llsccl to detect landslides which cOllld not he 
detecteel from SPOT and IRS 1-C imagery. III total :~5D landslides, which Imcl hCCll 
trigg(~red by heavy rainfall. were llsecl as illpllt data in the Geographical Information 
System] (GIS )-lmsed laudslicle prediction and nlOddling. 
The most COllllIlOllly llsee! image cnhancemellt teclllliql1c ill lalldslie!c studies is to inte-
grate the spectral information stOl'eel in the separated bands by comhilling thelll into a 
colo\ll' cOlllPosite. j\/Iany ballel cOlllbinations arc possihle. The spectral infol'llwtion is 
combined by displaying each indivielual banel in one of the thrce primary cololll's: reel, 
green and hllle. A specific band cOlnbinatioll which is used to create a colour compos-
ite image is called False Colo1ll' Composite (FCC). III FCC, red is assigncd to the near 
Infrared (IR) hand, green to the red visible band and blue colo1ll' to the grecn visible 
bane!. The grecn vegetation will therefore appear reddish, water hluish awl bare soil iu 
shades of browu and grey. This provides better discrimiuatiolls of the land covcr areas. 
Other band combinations are also possible. Ballds of diffen~llt images (frolll diftcrcut 
imagillg systems or cliffcreut dates) 01' layers created by baud ratioiug or PCA, call 
also be combined using the colo1ll' composite teclmique [14]. Whitworth ct aI. [109] 
llsed this technique to produce it sillgle illlage similar to a colo1ll' aerial photograph 
by assiglling bauels 4, 3 and 5 from the High Resolution Airbone Thematic l\'lappcr 
(ATM) to red, green aud blue, respectively. Then, they combiued this image with 
Principal Component 1 (PC1) image to reveal detailed geomOl'pholog-ic:al information 
about landslides, that could not have been obtained using standard aerial photography. 
,Jiu-King Lui ct al. [6~)l usee! a combination that gave a colour output that rescmbled 
j /I. geographic illforma.tioll system (GIS) is a powerful sC'l of tools fiJI' collecting, storing. retrieving 
at will, transforming amI displaying spatial da.ta from the real world for a particular set of pmpos('s 
[221· 
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natural colours on which forest was displayed as green ancllandslides or non-vegetated 
areas as brownish or in earth colours. This combination is called a pseudo-natural colour 
image. It really helped geologists to read or interpret landslides easily. This landslide-
enhanced SPOT image was exported to become GIS data layers in the Mapinfo GIS 
system. It was concluded that pseudo-colour enhancement approaches, in conjunction 
with additional information operated in a GIS environment can be used to identify 
8000!.:m.2 landslides effectively. 
Another image enhancement technique that often is used in landslide studies is to merge 
a sharpened image produced by the Intensity, Rue and Saturation (IRS) transformation 
with a higher spatial resolution image. This can enhance image feat meso improve spatial 
resolution, and integrate disparate images at a low processing cost [25]. 
The IRS system is based on the colour sphere in which the vertical axis represents inten-
sity, the radius represents saturation, and the circumference represents hue. Intensity 
(1) represents the total brightness of the colour, ranging from black (0) to white (25.')). 
Rue (R) represents the dominant colonr ranging from 0, a.t the midpoint of reel tones, 
through green, blue and back to red taking value 255, adjacent to valuc O. Saturation 
(S) rcpresents the purity of colour rcIative to grey anel ranges fl'Om 0 at the centre of 
the colour sphere t.o 255 at the circmnference [51]. 
The general procedure of this technique transforms three bands of a lower spatial reso-
lution dataset. to the IRS space. First, each original low-resolution image is resmnpled 
to match the high-resolution image. Then, t.hese resamplecl images are transformed 
into their IRS components. The Intensit.y component is t.hen replaceel by the high-
resoillt.ion image. The new set. of IRS components is then transformcd back to Red, 
Green and DIlle (RGB) components [114]. Estrada et al. [36] applied this technique 
to merge an RGB composite colour image of Landsat 7 (ETtvI +) bands :3-2-1 with the 
panchromatic bancl. As a result, an RCB image of 15m-pixel resolution was obtained. 
The major landslides induced by an earthquake wit.h 7.6 moment magnit.ude (1I1w) 
were sllccessfully identified. It was also clearly shown that an RGB image of 6rn resolu-
tion was useful to characterise 35 large landslides ranging in size from at least 1 million 
to more than 500 million cubic meters [96]. This image also could be used to identify 
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250 landslides in Ottawa and a huge landslide in Saskatchewan which were induced 
by the same earthquake [97]. Ostir et a1. [77] used this technique to merge optical 
aud radar images. The merging of SPOT spectral and panchromatic images could de-
tect landslides with a total area of 20lia to 76lia and impact area of 50lia. However, 
the illtcgration of European Relllote Sensing (ERS) images with optical images, using 
principal component and the Brovcy transfonn2 did not improve interpretation and 
analysis of the land use and soil lmmirlity at the time of landslides, dne to high relief 
variation. 
Nichol awl vVong [7G] compared tllP nsefuhlCss of the lllerged imagcs produced by dif~ 
fcrent tedllliques of transfonnation. It was condndcd that the visual <Jnality of illlages 
obtained from Pan-sharpening (PCI Geomaticarl [114] of IKONOS images was COlll-
parable with that obtainable from 1: 10,000 scale aerial photography, enabling detailed 
interpretation of landslides and associated cnvironmental featmes. 
In snmIllary, illlage ellhanccnlCnt can he nsed to delineate landslides in Earth observa-
tion images. :\Teverthcless, this teclllliqnc rcqnires lmman experience awl kllo'vvlcdge of 
the stndy area for visual interpretation [G4]. 
2.2 Image differencing 
Image differcncing is oftcn carried ont on a pair of co-registered images of tlw same 
area taken at different times. It is perforllled by snbtracting two digital images fr0111 
one another based on a pixel-by-pixcl basis, tu generate a. third image cOlllPosed of the 
Il1unerical differences hetween the pairs of pixels [82]. 
Lee et a1. [58] used this technique to detect landslides at Janglmng, Korea, triggered 
by heavy rain using two IRS images. They stated that images of 5.5nl resolution can 
be used to distinguish only large scale landslides. The cletectedlandslide locations from 
this difference image were verified by field survey. Thus, changes that were not related 
2Thc Grovey Transform norrnalises the llIulti-spectral bands used for RGB display and produces for every 
pixel its (1", fI, IJ) values. Then it llIultiplies them with the intensity value of another high<>r resolution image to 
produce ncw RGB values for every pixel and tlIlIS incorporate the higher resolution information [901· 
:ll'CI Gcolllatica is a software package that includes geospatial data llIanipulation algorithllls [151. 
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to landslides were excluded. The map of landslide locations was then produced and 
used as the input data of a GIS-based landslide susceptibility map. 
Cheng et a1. [26] proposed a new method of image difference and thresholding to detect 
the landslides ill an area in Taiwan which covered a total area of ~3:)3km2, using SPOT 
images. First, they performed an IRjR band ratioing4 in both pre- and post-event 
images to eliminate any atmospheric errors. The two peaks in both histograms of 
band-ratio images represented major landusejlandcover types and they were assumed 
to have stable grey levels. Tlms, the histogram stretch technique was implemented to 
match corresponding histogram peaks. However, the frequencies of specific grey levels 
in the two images were different. This was due to the landusejlandcover changes. The 
total Imrnher of pixels associated with landusejlaudcover changes, NI' was calculated 
as: 
25(; 
N, = iJfl(g) - h(g)1 (2.1 ) 
g=l 
where h(g) and h(g) represent the frequency of grey level 9 in pre- and post-event 
IRjR band-ratio images, respectively. 
The perceutage of change areas, p was estimated as: 
Nr ( ) [J = 100 x - 2.2 
N 
where N was the total number of pixels ill the image. This percentage of changes 
was llsed as the threshold value of the differeuce IRjR images. They did a normalised 
histogram of the values of the difference image, and used p on the vertical axis, to 
define a threshold of difference along the horizontal axis. Any pixel with clifference 
higher than the threshold was classifiecl as landslide. Since not all change-detected 
areas were landslide areas, Digital Terrain ]'vIodel5 (DT~1) data were used to genera.te 
4Band ratioing is the process of dividing the pixels in one image by the corresponding pixels ill a 
second image [69]. 
5Digital Terrain lVlodel is a digital representation of it portion of the Earth's surfnce. It provides an 
opportunity to model, analyse and display phellolllPntt related to topography or other surfaC'es [89]. 
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a slope image of the study area and lalldslide identification was restricted to areas with 
slopes steeper than 22°. 
HerVitS et al. [46] used the histogram of absolute difference images to defille a threshold 
value. To defille this threshold, they drew a line joining the peak of the histogram with 
its extrellle point Oll the horizontal axis. The poillt of the histogram which was fmthcst 
away from that lille was defilled as the "corner" of the histogram. The cOOl'dillatc of this 
point along the hOl'izolltal axis was llsed as the threshold (figure 2.1) . This tlll'(~shoid 
was used to threshold the differellce illlage. The resultillg binary image could thell l)e 
classified into positive (increa:,;e in pixel brightness from the older image) and llegative 
(decrcase in pixel brightnc:,;s from the older image) categories of change. Undesirable 
noise was then filtered out. The method was argued to be particularly useful for 
monitoring sllrfacc changes. 
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Figure 2.1: ])ifrcrellce illlage histogralll showillg tllreslIold valuc (1') correspondillg to tlIl' detected 
corller [4(j]. 
It can be seen that the exact method of thresholding, which illdicates challge awl llO 
change, plays an important role in thi:,; technique of change detectioll. TIw tnw changes 
between differellt image:,; arc llOt sati:,;factorily identified usillg simple thresholding. 
Rosin and Herv{ts [88] considered improving the raw thre:,;holcled output by filtering 
out the noise using region properties: area, width, perimeter and shape. They fcjuncl 
that the application of large amounts of width and area filtering was the most effective 
technique to eliminate noise and thus the true regiolls of change within the landslide 
regions were fairly well discriminated. 
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In sUlllmary. image differencing has the advantage of being a simple, straightforward 
method for which it is easy to illterpret the results. Nevertheless, it cannot provide a 
detailed change matrix and it requires the selection of thresholds [64]. 
2.3 Vegetation index differencing 
Normalised Diffel'(~nce Vegetation Index (NDVI) is one of the most popular methods 
for vegetation monitoring [99]. Wen-Tzu Len et al. [62] used multi-temporal NDVI 
images derived from Advance Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) images to 
detect landslides. First, they calcnlated the NDVI of all images. Then, in order to 
eliminate some variations in the image, such as varying Sllll angles and atmospheric 
conditions, they normalised the post-event NDVI image by using the pre-event NDVI 
image. The differellce image was then produced by subtracting the post-event NDVI 
image from the pre-event NDVI image. In order to detect the landslide locations, the 
difference image was thresholded using a percentage of change determined as: 
NDVIc, T(%) = x 100% NDVInlla:,; - NDVIc17lill (2.3) 
where T is the suggested threshold, N DV Ie is the NDVI difference betwecn pre-event 
and post-evellt image, N DV Icma~: is the maximum difference and N DV Ielllill is the 
minimum differellce. As it result, 829ha landslide areas were successfully extracted. 
In summary, the vegetation index differencing emphasises differences in spectral re-
sponse of clifferent features and reduces impacts of topographic effects and illumination. 
Nevertheless this technique also enhances random noise or coherent noise [64]. 
2.4 Image classification 
Image classification is a technique that is designed to automatically separate all pixels 
within an image scene into a series of user-defined classes [61]. The process of supervised 
image classification starts by selecting the land cover types that will be defined as the 
classes (e.g. water, soil, vegetation, etc.). Then, representative training areas for each 
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defined class are identified and Ilmnerical spectral attrihutes of each cla.ss mc extracted. 
Each pixel in the image data set is categoriscd into the class it most closely resembles. 
After the entire data set has been categ()]'ised, the results which contain the user-defined 
classes are preselited in the output stage [;~7]. 
Whitworth ct al. [109] nsed image supervised classifica.tion to split the ATM images 
into three classes: landslides, woodland and stahle slopes. A training region for each 
class was selectee! ane! used to traill the image classifier. The inputs consisted of the 
textlll'(~ image and the first principal component (PC 1 ) image. Tcxtmc allow(~d thc 
classifier to diH'(~wlltiate betwecn landslides and stahlc slopcs, while the PC 1 image was 
nsed to help the classifier to distillguish hctwe(~ll landslides alld WOOdlallCl. Lalldslides 
were identified with all accmacy of ~n%). 
Nichol and Wong [7G]nsed as classes all significant land covers. Imagc classificatioll was 
pcrfol'llwd for both prc- and post-cvent images. The results gavc 8S% accura(,y ill pl'(~­
event and 87% accmacy in post-event illlages. These classified images werc combillcd 
to pl'Odncc two change images, represcntillg pixels that changed from grasslalld to 
soil. Then, the Nat1ll'al Terraill Lalldslidcs Inventory (NTLI) was used to identify the 
positions of lall(lslides which werc overlaid onto each change image. The results showed 
that lalldslides which were CroWllS anel/m trails (7m. - lOrn) conld he detected, sillce 
1ll0l'C thall GO% changc pixels wcre overlapping within their area. Sub-pixel accuracy 
was achieved dne to the capability of the SPOT image to give very high contrast 
between landslides and their background [75]. 
In summary, image classificatioll minimises the impact of atmospheric, sensor and ell-
vironmental differences between multi-temporal images. Nevertheless this method re-
quires the selection of sufficient trailling sample data for classification [64]. The quality 
of the training process determines the success of the classification stage, (tlld therei'mc 
the value of the information generated from the entire classification effort [GI]. 
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2.5 Image Registration 
In genernl, illlnge registration, which is also known as ima.ge matching, is the process 
of finding the position of the best match for two images which cover the same area. 
First, two images are superimposed. Then, one of them is moved pixcl-by-pixel and 
the similarity between the original ane! the distorted image is calculated. Best match 
is defined as the distortion of the second imnge which produced the highest value of 
similarity [2:~1. 
Yamaguchi et a1. [110] applied this technique to detect landslide movement. They 
assumed that the movement is clue to geometric misregistration between two images of 
different acquisition dates. Two SPOT HTIV panchromatic images with G years time 
difference were used to detect 1km wiele and 21.:rn long landslides. They developed 
two different algorithms to register landslide images with sub-pixel accm<1cy: the "im-
ageodetic" method and the parabolic function method. III the imagcocietic: method, 
bilinear interpolation was used to generate a sub-pixel image by interpolating the val-
ues of the original pixels while maximising the correlation coefficient until the sub-pixel 
accuracy becamc 1/128 of the image resolution. In the parabolic function method, they 
used a parabolic function to model the correlation coefficient around its peak and from 
it they located the position of the peak with sub-pixel accuracy. They fonnd that the 
parabolic function method could detect movement with 20m - :30111 within the 6 years 
span. 
Kiiab and Vollmer [53] and Kiiiib [52] used this technique to detect horizontal surface 
displacemcnt. A reference block was first chosen from the pre-event orthophoto(i. Then, 
its corresponding test block was chosen from the post-event orthophoto. The reference 
block was searched fOl' in the test block using cross-correlation. The peak value of the 
cross-correlation indicated the relative shift of the two bloch. \iVhen this location was 
successfully fonnd, the diflerences in central pixel coordinates directly gave the horizon-
tal displacement between pre- and post-event. In order to obtain sub-pixel accuracy. 
the final level of the used image pyramid was computed from cubic interpolatic)ll of the 
6 All orthophoto is an aerial photograph that has been rectified "0 that it is equivalellt to a lllap of 
t.he sallle scale [61]. 
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original image into a higher resolution [52]. 
In smllfnary, image registration can be used to detect landslide movements with sub-
pixd acc1ll'acy. The spatial resolution limits the cietection. Nevertheless, since high 
spatial resolution data have become available, this llwthod can be used as a practical 
approach to monitor landslide movelllent in varions arcas [110]. 
2.6 DlnSAR 
The DiH'crcntial Synthetic Apertnrc Radar Interferollletry (DlnSAR) tedmique can be 
usee! to Illap snrface displaccments. This is clone by first, creating an intcrfcrogrltln 
which repescnt a topography before the event aud then creating second intcrfcrogmm 
which wprescnt a topography after the evcnt. By subtracting onc intcrferogralll frolll 
thc othcr, frillgcs that relate to com mOll topography callcel each other ont, so that 
remaining fringes should only reprcsent a diH'crcncc in topography, i.c. displacement 
[4]. Riedel and Lakakis [8:3] nsecl this tedmiqnc to detect landslides in I3aota and 
Prinotopa. As a result, the displacements of up to 14mm within 6 months in Baota 
wen) detcctcd. Meanwhile, 2 up to 4r:TI/, of t.hc earth s1ll'facc changes in Prinot.opa were 
indicated. 
This tec:lmiqnc is only snccessful if thc observed area fulfils specific requirelllCnts, like 
sufficient. backscattering, fiat slope gradients or very slow growth of vegetation [8:~]. 
2.7 Conclusions 
Several methods have heell proposed to detect ami identify lallclslide areas. They 
include manual detection, which requires an expert to identify the landslide area, and 
antomatic detection. Studying the literature, it is clearly seen that the growth of remote 
sensing technology really helped a lot this field of study. Nowaclays, a lot of high spatial 
and spectral resolution images are available and can be used to detect landslides. ?vIost 
of the research activity concentrates on making use of high resolution imagery. As a 
result, these approaches canllot be used when there are no data with high spatial and 
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spectral resolution available. This is because mallY landslides occupy only a few pixels 
in images that arc routinely used. Only image registration techniqnes which allow sub-
pixel accuracy may be found useful to overcome this problem. Currently, the use of 
such techuiqnes in landslide change cletection and identification is still limited. Further 
iuvestigation is needed. The main thrust of this thesis will concentrate on snch an 
approach. 
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Chapter 3 
A local similarity measure and 
the image thresholding method 
In this chapter, we present a change detection and identification method Hsing it local 
similarity measure based on mutual information and image thresholding. This chapter 
is divided into five sections. First, we present a brief overview on the study area in 
section ~~.1. Defore performing a change detection and identification, we preprocess the 
images as described in section :3.2. Then, we present our proposed change detection and 
identification method in section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the results and discussion. 
Finally, we draw our conclusions in section 3.5. 
3.1 Study area 
3.1.1 Niigata, Japan 
On 23/10/2004, a string of earthquakes with magnitude ranging from 5.9 to G.8 struck 
Niigata, located about 250krn north of Tokyo [11]. The quakes killed :51 people, and in-
jured thollsands more. Some of the most serious damage was caused by landslides vvhen 
rain-soaked hillsides slipped under the Earth's tremors. The Typhoon Tokage which 
had swept over the region the day before the earthquake might also have contributed to 
the occurrence of the landslides. The data used are IKONOS images taken before and 
23 
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after the ear thquake. The image before the earthquake was taken on 13/8/2004 and 
the image after the ear thquake was taken on 24/10/ 2004, which is only one day after 
t he ear thquake. These images are ShovVll in figm e 3.1. T he image after the earthquake 
shows one ,'uch land slide on the Enok i Tunnel with mud , rock and t rees covering the 
road along the river. Both, the earthquake-induced lancb lides and the nlll-ofr caused 
by typhoon made th e river to be taillte I by sediment . 
3.1.2 Caramanico, Italy 
Camlllan ico is located in the so uth-central Apennine mountains, abOllt 50/,;7/7, inland 
from the Adr iatic sea coast. The muni cipal terri tory of Caramanico Termc is sitlln,tecl 
in the vn,lley know]) in the geologicalli teratme as the Cal'amanico-Camp o di G iove dc-
pression . The Quatel'llary neotectonic activity hn,s resul ted in a significant IIp lift of th e 
region and n-going s ismicity suggests that movements are st ill occurring. High local 
relief and strong rive)' down cutti ng are the main geomorphic factors re,'pon,'ible for tbe 
rec urrent lancls liding. Caramanico is characterised by a long record of h istorical land s-
liding typical of a mountainous setting subj ect to relatively high average precipitation 
alJcl seismic activity. This histor ical land'lid e i'\,ct ivity relics on previous a nd ongoing 
investigatiolls of the Caramani co area, and in par t icular on ground 'lll'face ob,'erva-
t ions condu cted during frequent walk-over s1ll'veys, in terviews with local inhabitants, 
exaltlination of airphoto' and review of t ch nical/consul tant r ports available a.t local 
administrative offi ces [40]. 
The data used are Landsat T lVI-5. Figure 3.2 show ' the locations of the landslides which 
occured from the year 1995 to 1998. The chronological list of t he events with t ll eir 
locations in the UTM WGS846 coordinate system are shown in table 3.1. Descriptions 
of the lancl.-lide for each area is as follows [40]: 
°UTM (U niversal Tran.'verse rVlercaLor Proj ccL ion) is Lh e coordin aLe sysLem Lhat mpl ys a seri es or 
zones based on a spec ifi cally defi ned T ransverse MercaLor Proj ecLion. \lVGS84 (World GeodeLic SysLelll 
84) is a fixed global reference frame for Lhe EarLh [9). 
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Figure 3.1: Tm ages of Nii gata, Japan. (a) Image dated 13/8/2004. (b) Image daLed 24 / 10/200'1. 
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The 1995 events 
• Case A: Caralllauico (uurt Iwm part). Shallow carthfiow or shallow d(~lJris flow 
lllass lllOV(~llwnt activity along the right-lateral (uorthem) lllargiu of th(' lIlaill 
198D slide. The lllovement was at least few tens of meters wide aud (~xt('uded for 
over 2()O", upslope from the river. 
The 1996 events 
• Case B: Case ;'vIancini-Ischio. A major, approximately 80m wide rolatiollal slop(' 
faillln~ in the first week of AprillD9G. The lIlovcmeuts in the middlc-Iower part of 
tlw laudslid(~ were mainly trauslatiollal (earthftow / 1I11ldslide or slow dehris fiow). 
The slide reached a few lllllldrecl meters in length. 
• Case C: Caramanico landslide (southern part). Local, shallow nlll<lslide 11lOVC-
nwnts in the middle-lower portion of the larger ID89 slide (superficial reactiva-
tiOll). 
• Case D: Case l'vIauciui-Ischio. Resulted iu an upslope clllargclIlcut of tlw slide 
and ahou t 2Gm dowuslopc displacement of the building hosting the local aqucd uet 
plll11p station. 
The 1997 events 
• Case E: Case Mancini-Ischio. Retrogressive mass movcnwut activity ou the 
lwadscrap (slmnpillg) amI mainly mud-slide type displacclllents dowllslope. The 
moveuwuts resulted in a further upslope enlargement of the laudslide ami approx-
imately :JOrn additional downslope translation of thc building hostiug th(' local 
aqucduct pUlllP station. 
• Case F and G: Gully north of Ischio. Shallow earthfiow /slow dehris fiow aloug 
the fiom of the gully, involviug maiuly the superficial materials overlaying the 
11111 dstoucs. 
• Case H: Caramanico. Local umdslide movements in the lllidcllc-Iovver portiou of 
the larger 1989 slide. 
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The 1998 events 
• Case I and J: Case Mancini-Ischia. Enlargement of the slide VIa rotational 
failures along the left-lateral margin. 
• Case K: Caramanieo. Mass movement activity (shallow earthftow or slow debris 
finw) along the right-lateral northern margin of the main 1989 slide. 
• Case L: Case delle l'vlon<tche. An apparently gradual resumption of slope lllOVl'-
Ilwuts was reported by the local inhabitauts. By July the slope movelllents rc-
snltcd locally in up to hn subsidence, the damage of at least two houses <I.lld of 
Route 487 pavement (fonnation of cracks and steps). The length and width of 
t.he <lffccted area reached at least few tens of meters. 
Since ther<~ are 110 exact dates of the occurrence of the landslides, and only the season of 
their OCClllTCllce was reported, we used tables ~t2-3.5 to associate the landslide events 
with pairs of illlages that we had. As a result, all the landslide events are sHlllllmrist'd 
ill table 3.G. The labels used for the locations of the landslides in the table arc based 
on the locations shown iu figure :{.2. 
Case NUIllP Ty}lp: Period of activity Locatioll 
First tillle (F) ("'1'\1 \V(;S S,I) 
Reactivation (R) 
1\ CanulHlllieo (nort.hern part) H Aut.ullln. 19!J5 (JJ7S:11.9:L -J(it;t;7J7.0t;) 
II Cm;e ]I>'iallcini-Ischio F 1-2 April. ]}J96 (ll7'i!J8.!JO,4ti(i(i9D(i.H) 
c Caranlflllieo (sout.hern part.) H Early Spring. 1!J9ti (117777.S1,4(i(j(j.1!J:L80) 
I) CflSC' Mallcini-lschio It End of N oV8lllber. 1!)9(j ('117"9S.DO. 4(;t;(i99(;. H) 
E Case 1Ilallcini-Ischio n. I\larch. 1997 ("I17;,9S.9(). -1(;(;(;9\)(;.14) 
F and C; Cully nort.h of Ischio It Spring, 19r17 (/117ti04.-1S. 4(ili70tiS. 71) 
II Caramallico (sout.hern part.) R Early A ut.UllIn, 199i (-117777.51. 46(iG49:l.80) 
I and .J Case I\lancini-Ischio R Spring, 19% (417[",DS.9(),4{)t'{)9!l!U4) 
K Canunallieo (northern part.) H Late Spring-llIid July, 1998 (,11 Ti:!l.9:LW(jt5717.Oti) 
L easa delle l'vlonaciJc H Late Sprillg-Illid July. 1998 (118:)t;9. 1 7. 4(;tifiOG2.8z,) 
Table 3.1: Chronological list of landslide events (1995-1998). 
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Season Start ing date 
Spring 2J /3/1995 
StlllIm er 21 / 6/ J 99.5 
Autumn 23/ 9/ ] 99.5 
"'\lintPI' 22/ 12/ 1995 
Ta.ble 3.2: Season in year 
199.5. (Data taken fro lll [8J .) 
Season Starting date 
Spring 20/3/ 1(.)97 
SlIInmer 2 1/6/1997 
A utllilln 22/9/1997 
WinLer 21/ 12/ 1997 
Tabl- 3.4: Season in year 
[997. (Data La ke ll fronl [8] .) 
Seasoll Sta rtillg daLe 
S, ring 20/3/1996 
Summer 21/6/ 1996 
Aut ll nlll 22/9/ 1996 
W intC'r 21 / 12/ 1 99G 
Table 3.3: Sea~on in yea r 
1996. (Data taken from [8] .) 
Se~'oll Sta rting ciaL 
Spring 20/3/1998 
Summer 21/ 6/ 1998 
A uLullln 23/ 9/ 1998 
Winter 22/ 12/ 199 
Table 3.5: Seaso ll in year 
1998. ( I aLa taken frolll [8] .) 
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4676145 
4667235 
4666485 
417883 418633 
F igure 3.2: Landslide locat ions for 1995-1998 events. The labels a re given in alphabet ica l order based 
on their chronological order. 
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I No II Eveills C,ISt'S 
I 1995-199Ci A. 8 ail e! C 
2 199Ci- 1997 D, E all cl r 
;J 1997- 1998 C . II ane!] 
" 
1998- 1999 .J , I( aile! L 
Table TG: SlIIlllll ary of Lile lall ds lidc CV€IlLS r'l"O lll 1995 Lo 1998. Tile locaLi oll r'or ('very (";ISt' is sll oll"ll 
il l fi g1ll"c :l.2 . 
3.2 Preprocessing 
3.2.1 Images of Niigata, Japan 
Before detect illg allY changes ill the s ite, we performed global image registrat io n. be-
ca li se L1 le two ill Jages were s ligh t ly s lJi ft ec! with resp ec t to each ot he r. We se lected t il e 
image before Lll e la mlslid e (1037 x 1044 pixe ls ) a.c; the ref rence illl age aJl(I t li e illl agc 
after tile la llel s li el e (1034 x lOG7 pixe ls) as t he se llsed iumge. T li ell , t li e se ll secl il uage 
was shifted by (:c,y) where - 10 ~ T ~ 10 anc! - 10 ~ y ~ 10 , with res pect to tile 
rcferellce im age. For each relative shift. t he Ilill t lia l illformat ion of t he two illlnges over 
their overla pping part was CO tllpliteel using: 
(:U ) 
where PA (7/ \) is the normali sed histogram o f grey values of the refere ll ce image , PIJ (1/3) 
is the 1] rmalisecl his togram of grey valu es of the sensed image and p / \ u(pj\ . p?) is t he 
nonnaJi secl jo int hi,togram of the grey valu es pf anel p[J which corres ponci to tb e 
same pixel i . F ig m e 3.3( a) shows the valli e of lllU tual inform a tion calculated for every 
relat ive s lli ft. The relat ive shift w hich gave the highest value of Illll tun l ill for III at iOIl 
was iclen t ifi ecl as t he shift b tween the two images. The overlappillg areas of t he ililages 
for t hi s shirt a r shown in figure 3 .3(b) and (c) . These registered images with the s ize 
of 1033 x 1044 pixels were lI sed Lo test the change detection a lgori t hm. 
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Figure 3.3: (a) Value of mutual information calculated for every relative shift considered between 
the two images. The peak was identified at cell (-1,-2). (b) Registered image dated 13/8/2004. (c) 
Registered image dated 24/10/ 2004. 
3.2.2 Images of Caramanico, Italy 
The images of Caramanico were already registered. However, they contained clouds and 
snowy mountain peaks. So, before proceeding to detect changes in them, we prepro-
cessed them to remove clouds and snowy mountain peaks. In addition, we performed 
PCA to produce a grey band with maximum contrast . Cloud and snow regions are 
masked out by using the cloud-snow detection algorithm proposed by Hou et al. [50] . 
It is an extension of the algorithm proposed by Hojjatoleslami and Kittler [47] for 
identifying the outer fuzzy rims of microcalcifications in mammograms. It is based on 
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a segmentation technique by using a region growing method. Like the other region 
growing techniques, this cloud-snow detection method starts with a point that meets a 
detection criterion and uses it as a seed to grow a region in all directions. Two criteria 
are used to stop the growing process. There are referred to as average contrast bound-
ary (ACB) and peripheral contrast boundary (PCB). In order to define these stopping 
criteria, the following terminology is introduced: the current boundary (CB) is the set 
of pixels adjacent to the current region and the internal boundary (IB) is defined as 
the boundary produced by the set of connected, outermost pixels of the current region. 
The two concepts are illustrated in Figure 3.4. The current region and its two bound-
aries, CB and IB are changing during the growing process. Thus , the average contrast 
boundary is defined as the difference between the average grey level of the region and 
the average grey level of its CB pixels. The peripheral contrast boundary is defined 
as the difference between the average grey level of its IB and CB. The sequence of 
values of each measurement exhibits multiple peaks. When the value of PCB reaches 
a local maximum before the maximum of its ACB value, the growing process stops 
automatically. 
• Current boundary. CB 
• Internal boundary. IB 
C. Current region 
Figure 3.4: Definition of IB and CB. 
Cloud pixels of the image taken during the same time appear at the same location in 
every band. Thus, for every set of images , only one band was used to perform cloud-
snow detection. This was the band with the highest number of the saturated pixels 
with value 255. 
All saturated pixels were used as seed points. Some of the saturated pixels were con-
nected to each other. Thus , we performed connected component analysis in order to 
identify the number of distinct regions that had to be grown. For each identified seed 
region we applied the cloud-snow detection algorithm. A seed pixel was chosen as the 
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starting point. From all its neighbouring pixels, the one with the highest grey value 
was selected to join the growing region. Thus, pixels with monotonically lower and 
lower grey levels were sequentially joining the region. After each added pixel, the two 
contrasts of the growing region were computed and used to test the stopping criterion. 
After the region growing process had finished, mathematical morphology was used to 
eliminate any holes in the grown regions. Finally, the identified regions were used to 
mask out the parts of the images that were not going to take part in any subsequent 
processing. The unmasked parts of the images were then used to produce the first prin-
cipal component of each image set that was to be used in the landslide detection and 
identification process. Image of the band which contained cloud and snow pixels and 
results of the cloud-snow region detection for the images dated 17/6/1995, 18/5/1996, 
21/5/1997, 22/4/1998 and 27/5/1999 are shown in figures 3.5- 3.9, respectively. 
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Figure 3.5: Cloud-snow region detection of the image dated 17/6/1995. (a) Image of t he band which 
contained cloud and snow pixels (band 1). (b) Histogram of the grey level values of the image in (a). 
Saturated pixels with value 255 created the peak on the right of the histogram. (c) Approximation of 
cloud boundaries. (d) Image of the first Principal Component . 
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Figure 3.6: Cloud-snow region detection of the image dated 18/5/1996. (a) Image of the band which 
contained cloud and snow pixels (band 3). (b) HistogTam of the grey level values of the image in (a). 
Saturated pixels with value 255 created the peak on the right of the histogram. (c) Approximation of 
cloud boundaries. (d) Image of the first Principal Component. 
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Figure 3.7: Cloud-snow region detection of the image dated 21/5/1997. (a) Image of the band which 
contained cloud and snow pixels (band 1). (b) Histogram of the grey level values of the image in (a). 
Saturated pixels with value 255 created the peak on the right of the histogram. (c) Approximation of 
cloud boundaries. (d) Image of the first Principal Component. 
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Figure 3.8: Cloud-snow region detection of the image dated 22/4/1998. (a) Image of the band which 
contained cloud and snow pixels (band 1) . (b) Histogram of the grey level values of the image in (a). 
Saturated pixels with value 255 created the peak on the right of the histogram. (C) Approximation of 
cloud boundaries. (d) Image of the first Principal Component. 
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Figure 3.9: Cloud-snow region detection of the image dated 27/5/1999. (a) Image of the band which 
contained cloud and snow pixels (band 1) . (b) Histogram of t he grey level values of the image in (a) . 
Saturated pixels with value 255 created the peak on the right of the histogram. (c) Approximation of 
cloud boundaries. (d) Image of the first Principal Component. 
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3.3 Local mutual information 
In this section, we describe a simple method of change detection. The method is based 
on the use of the point similarity measure proposed by Rojelj and KovaCic in [85]. Point 
similarity is defined as a measure which is used to calculate the similarity of individual 
pixels. The basic idea of the proposed method of change detection is that pixels affected 
by landslides will be maximally dissimilar, i.e. the value of similarity of these pixels will 
be low. We use mutual information as the measure of similarity. Point similarity based 
on mutual information was used by Rojelj et al. [86] as a way of measuring similarity 
when registering two medical images. 
Local mutual information is derived from the global mutual information. Equation 
(3.1) may be rewritten in the following way: 
(3.2) 
where Ni is the number of occurrences of intensity pair , (pf,pf) and N is the number 
of pixels in the overlapping part of the two images. Furthermore, PAB(P: , p~) is the 
normalised joint histogram of grey values P: and p~ which correspond to the same 
coordinate c. Note that the final summation is taken over the spatial image coordinates 
instead of the intensities. Therefore, the global similarity MAB can be treated as an 
average of point similarities SMAB' defined for each pixel at coordinate c: 
(3.3) 
where 
(3.4) 
We begin by calculating the point similarity of a pixel in every coordinate in the image. 
Thus, every pixel c is represented by its value of mutual information. We note that 
SMAB > 0 when PAB(P: ' P~) > PA(P:)PB(P~). This implies that the information of a 
pixel at coordinate c in image A can be predicted using the information of a pixel at 
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coordinate c in image B. Thus, since they are related to each other, point c is defined 
as a point with high value of similarity. SMAB = 0 when PAB(p~,p~) = PA(P~)PB(P~). 
It means that pixel at coordinate c in image A does not give any information about 
the pixel at the same coordinate in image B. They are totally independent. Either 
pixel may take any value at all [80]. We note that SMAB < 0 when PAB(P~,p~) < 
PA(P~)PB(P~). This means that values p~ and p~ may have very high frequencies, but 
they do not occur together. This is due to a high dissimilarity of the pixel at coordinate 
c in images A and B. Thus, based on this definition, we threshold our local mutual 
information image as follows: 
{ 
255 if SMAB > 0 G(c) = 
o if SMAB ~ 0 
(3.5) 
where G(c) is the binary value of the pixel at coordinate c in the thresholded image. 
Therefore, the changed areas are represented by the black pixels in a binary image. 
Simple thresholding is not sufficient to identify the true changes [88]. There will be 
some undesirable change blobs detected. Therefore, in order to eliminate all undesirable 
change blobs, we filtered out these pixels using an area-based filter. The filter assumed 
the landslide to be the most significant changed region in the image. To apply it, we 
first grouped the connected changed pixels into regions using connected component 
analysis. The number of pixels that made up every region was then calculated. The 
landslide area was identified as the largest area. 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
The registered images of Niigata, covering the period before and after the landslides 
as shown in figure 3.3(b) and (c), respectively, were used to test our changed detection 
algorithm. The results are shown in figure 3.10. The binary change image is shown 
in figure 3.10(a). From this figure, we can see that the changed locations, which were 
represented by black pixels, have very high concentration in the region of the landslide 
and mudflow in the river. Figure 3.10(b) shows the area histogram of the connected 
components identified using connected component analysis. In order to identify the 
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landslide area, we chose a threshold value of 4000 pixels. Therefore, regions which 
contained less than 4000 pixels were eliminated. As a result, only two regions were left. 
These regions are shown in figure 3.10(c). From this figure, we can see that these pixels 
coincide with the area affected by the landslide. In order to extract this region properly, 
we dilate these pixels seven times with a 3 x 3 structuring element. The result is shown 
in figure 3.1O(d). The area threshold chosen and the number of dilations performed 
may appear arbitrarily chosen here. However, one may be guided in their choice by the 
resolution of the image, and the size of the changed regions one seeks to identify. 
For the 1995-1996 landslides in Caramanico, we used the image dated 17/6/1995, 
as shown in figure 3.5(d), as the image before the landslides, and the image dated 
18/5/1996, as shown in figure 3.6( d), as the image after the landslides. In order to detect 
the 1996-1997 landslide events in the same area, we used the image dated 18/5/1996, 
as shown in figures 3.6(d), as the image before the landslides, and the image dated 
21/5/1997, as shown in figure 3.7(d) as the image after the landslides. In order to 
detect the 1997-1998 landslide events, we used the image dated 21/5/1997, as shown 
in figures 3.7(d), as the image before the landslides, and the image dated 22/4/1998, 
as shown in figure 3.8(d), as the image after the landslides. Finally, in order to detect 
the 1998-1999 landslide events, we used the image dated 22/4/1998, as shown in figure 
3.8(d), as the image before the landslides, and the image dated 27/5/1999, as shown 
in figure 3.9( d) as the image after the landslides. The results are shown in figures 
3.11-3.14. The binary change image is shown in panels (a). The area histogram of the 
regions identified using connected component analysis is shown in panels (b). These 
histograms are thresholded using a threshold value of 4000 pixels. Therefore, regions 
which contained less than 4000 were eliminated. The regions left are shown in panels 
(c). The locations of the actual landslides are indicated by the boxes and labelled by 
the letters. We can see that in all four cases, they are not included in the significantly 
changed area. 
These results show that this method cannot be used to detect the landslides in Cara-
manico. This is because these landslide areas are too small. Their zoomed-in binary 
change images in the areas of these landslides are shown figure 3.15. From this figure, 
we can see that although some landslides are identified with changed pixels, others are 
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not. In addition, there are too many extra changed pixels to have any specificity. To 
improve the effectiveness of our detection, we decided to crop the big images and keep 
only subimages of size 50 x 50 which we know contain the landslides, and repeat the 
process. The results are shown in figures 3.16- 3.19. 
( c) (d) 
Figure 3.10: Landslide in Niigata, Japan. (a) Binary change image produced by thresholding the 
local mutual information of the image. The total number of changed regions is 35,408. (b) The area 
histogram of the changed regions. (c) Regions wruch contain 4000 or more pixels. (d) The pixels in (c) 
dilated seven times with a 3 x 3 structuring element. 
3.5 ConcI us ions 
In this chapter, we presented a simple method of change detection and identification 
using a local similarity measure based on mutual information and image thresholding. 
Since mutual information is used as a measure of similarity, this method can be used 
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Figure 3.11: The 1995-1996 landslides in Caramanico. (a) Binary change image produced by thresh-
olding the local mutual information of the image. The total number of changed regions is 7064. (b) 
The area histogram of the changed regions. (c) Regions which contain 4000 or more pixels. 
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Figure 3.12: The 1996-1997 landslides in Caramanico. (a) Binary change image produced by thresh-
olding the local mutual information of the image. The total number of changed regions is 6758. (b) 
The area histogram of the changed regions. (c) Regions which contain 4000 or more pixels. 
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Figure 3.13: The 1997-1998 landslides in Caramanico. (a) Binary change image produced by thresh-
olding the local mutual information of the image. The total number of changed regions is 6227. (b) 
The area histogram of the changed regions. (c) Regions which contain 4000 or more pixels. 
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Figure 3.14: The 1998-1999 landslides in Caramanico. (a) Binary change image produced by thresh-
olding the local mutual information of the image. The total number of changed regions is 5131. (b) 
The area histogram of the changed regions. (c) Regions which contain 4000 or more pixels. 
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Figure 3.15: Zooming into the binary change images. (a) The 1995-1996 events. (b) The 1996-1997 
landslide events. (c) The 1997-1998 landslide events. (d) The 1998-1999 landslide events. 
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Figure 3.16: Landslide sub-images in Caramanico, for the 1995-1996 events. (a) Image dated 
17/6/1995. (b) Image dated 18/5/1996. (c) Binary change image produced by thresholding the local 
mutual information. (b) Area histogram of the changed regions. The total number of region is 86. (c) 
Regions which contain 3 or more pixels. 
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Figure 3.17: Landslide sub-images in Caramanico, for the 1996-1997 events. (a) Image dated 
18/5/1996. (b) Image dated 21/ 5/ 1997. (c) Binary change image produced by thresholding the local 
mutual information. (d) Area histogram of the changed regions. The total number of region is 65. (e) 
Regions which contain 3 or more pixels. 
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Figure 3.18: Landslide sub-images in Caramanico, for the 1997-1998 events. (a) Image dated 
21/5/1997. (b) From image dated 22/4/1998. (c) Binary change image produced by thresholding 
the local mutual information. (d) Area histogram of the changed regions. The total number of region 
is 52. (e) Regions which contain 3 or more pixels. 
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Figure 3.19: Landslide sub-images in Caramanico, for the 1998-1999 events. (a) Image dated 
22/4/1998. (b) Image dated 27/5/1999. (c) Binary change image produced by thresholding the local 
mutual information. (d) Area histogram of the changed regions. The total number of region is 63. (e) 
Regions which contain 3 or more pixels. 
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to detect landslides even from different modality images. We demonstrated that this 
method can be used to detect the changed areas. The area-based filter can be used 
to identify the most significant changed areas. Therefore, this method is suitable for 
detecting huge landslides, where the area covered by the landslide region is also iden-
tified as the largest area among the other regions. The use of dilation gave a good 
approximation of the area where the landslide had occured. 
We found that this change detection method cannot be used to detect and quantify 
small landslides, even when small subimages were used. For this reason, a different 
method for landslide detection has to be sought. We are going to use an elastic image 
registration method for this purpose. The method will be described in Chapter 5, but 
first a literature survey on image registration methods will be presented in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 4 
Literature survey on image 
registration 
This chapter presents a literature survey on image registration. An introdnction to im-
age registration will be presented in section 4.1. The process of registering two images 
consists of fom important components: feature extraction, which will be described in 
section 4.2, image transformation, which will be described in section 4.:~, image n~sam­
pling, which will be described in section 4.4 and finally the definition of a similarity 
measme, which will be described in section 4 . .5. Literatme survey on the latest image 
registration methods are presented in section 4.6. Finally, the conclnsions can be fonnd 
in section 4.7. 
4.1 Introduction 
Image registration is the process of spatially matching two images taken at different 
times or from different viewpoints or different sensors so that matched pixels in the two 
images correspond to the same physical region of the scene being imaged [32, .56, 38, 21, 
102, 1 Gj. The application of image registration is widely used in the field of Remotely 
Sensed Data Processing, Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, and l'vledical Irnage 
Analysis [UMj. It is an essential requirement for several image analysis problems such 
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as stereo matching, object recognition, feature tracking, temporal change detection, 
motion analysis awl many other sequence analyses. 
Image registration consists of four basic components: feature extraction, image trans-
formation, image resampling and the use of a measure of similarity. III gewTa1, tlw 
process of image registration consists of the followillg steps: 
• Estahlish a correspondence betweell the two images. 
• This correspondence is \lsed to establish the transformation from the s(~Jlsed image 
to the reference image. Then, this transformation is \lsed to transform the sensed 
image. 
• HJ)salllpling process is performed to the transformed sensed image III order to 
idelltify its grey level valnes at the llew positiollS. 
• The similarity between the transformed sellsed image and the refcrcllce image is 
calc:l!latc(l. 
• If the val\le of the similarity measure is below an acceptable threshold, the process 
of registration is stopped. If not, we go to the first step and the process is repeated, 
with a rww possible correspondence between the two images. 
4.2 Feature extraction 
Before performing image registratioll, the first thing that we have to decide is the type of 
image features to be used for the correspondence. This depends on the type of images 
that are to be matched [117]. Feature is a distinguishable point ill the image, e.g. 
point, curve, surface, etc. [42, 72]. Image registration which uses geometric fentnres to 
register the images is known as a feature-based image registration. In the extreme case, 
when the images do not contain good geometric features or when we wish to establish 
dense correspolldellce between them, the pixels themselves and their grey level values 
will be used as features. This method of registration is known as pixel-based image 
registration. A generalisation of the pixel-based image registration is the area-based 
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registratioll, where blocks of pixels of the same size are matched between the two images 
on the basis of their grey level characteristics. 
4.2.1 Area-based image registration 
In the area-based image registration, correspondence between image areas is detected 
based Oll the similarity of their grey valnes [GO, 103]. A willdow is selecteel both in 
the reference alld the sensed image. The similarity over their overlappillg area is then 
caknlatcd. This calcnlatioll is repeated as the window ill the sellsed image is shifted 
pix(~l by pixel through the search range. The window with the highest similarity defines 
the position of the best match [:12, 45, 74, 71, 49, GO]. 
Area-based image registration has a high accuracy potential in a well-textured image 
region. III order to provide greater reliability, speed, versatility and accuracy in the 
area-based image regist.ration, characteristics of grey level values, willdow size awl 
s(~arc:h range lleed to be considered [74, 71]. 
4.2.2 Feature-based image registration 
Feature-based image registration relies Oll establishing feature correspondenC(~ between 
two images [94]. The features are used as the Ground Control Points (GCP) durillg the 
registration process. The choice and accuracy of GCP determine how good the tralls-
formation between the tw() images is [3D]. Various features such as road intersections, 
edges of water bodies [(51], field bOllndaries [71], line intersections anel corners [20] can 
be used as control points. The selection is done if the features have sharp contrast 
with relation to their surroundings [Gl]. They are extracted prior to matching them 
[34, 72, n, 16]. 
The llUlllher of GCPs shollld be more than the number of unknown parameters [1]. In 
a regioll with a few GCPs, the trallsformation equations may produce unrealistic trans-
formations [;1D]. Bemstein et al. [18] present informatioll that shows how registration 
error decreases as the mnnber of GCPs increased. Nevertheless, the gain ill accuracy 
may not be as high as expected when increasing the number of GCPs, because tlw an-
alyst usually picks the best points first [61]. In order to get the best result, the GCPs 
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must be well distribllted throughout the entire image [:39, 1], with gooe! coverage llear 
the edges [Gl]. 
Featll1'c extraction reduces the amount of data to he matched and reduces the effect 
of scene awl sensor noise. If the featmc matching is reliable, the feature-based image 
registration will givc aCCllmte resllits [20]. Nevcrtheless, significant lllllubers of llliss-
ing or spurious featllres in the fcat1ll'e extractioll process llleW callse difficulties in this 
tcclmiqllc. Fcatllrc- bas(~d imagc registration is also complltationally expensivc espc-
dally w hcn large point scts mc illvolved alld when the transfol'lllatioll space h(ls llleUlY 
degrees of fl'ccdOlll [20]. 
4.3 Transformation function 
The most fllwlamclltal characteristic of any image registratioll tcdllliqllc is the type of 
spatial trallsformation to properly overlay the two images [20]. Most of the researchers 
Ilse polynomial hlllctiollS of differellt orders to tntllsform the images. 
A polynomial fUllctioll ill two variables t and II, can he written concisely as 
(4.1 ) 
where rn is the order of the polynomial hmction. If we aSSUllle that a coordinate position 
(:r, y) in one image is transformed into a coorclinate position (:i;, y) in the other image 
by equations 
III 111-j 
i' == L L o,jI,;:l:j yk 
j=O k=() 
fit m-j 
y == L L Ujk 1ji' 
j=o k=O 
(4.2) 
then we can use GCPs for which we know the coordinate positions in both images, to 
work out the values of parameters o,jk and bjk . One of several order polynolllials lllay 
be chosen based on the desired accuracy and the available numbcr of GCPs [41]. Table 
4.1 shows the relationship between the number of GCPs needed and the order of the 
polynomial transformation that may be assumed, (taken from [41]). 
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Required GCPs Order 
5 Ind 
7 21ld 
11 :lrd 
Hi 11th 
22 5th 
Table 4.1: HclaLioll~hip betwI'CIl lllllllbcr of GCPs Hceded alld the order of the polYllomial trallsfor-
Illatioll j,]mt Illay Ill' asslIIlH,d. (Takell from [Ill].) 
The first order polynomial transformation is also known as an affine transformation. 
In gencraL it can model only rescaling, shear, translation and rotation to rcgister 
the images [104, 87, :31]. If shear or rescaling is not modelled, the affine transform 
rcdHccs to rigid body transformation since there are no changes in shape [10, 20j. 
For example, straight lines in the sensed image will be mapped into straight lines, and 
rectangles to rectangles, but if shear is present rectangles will be mapped to rhombuses. 
Because of its simplicity, this transformation is compHtationally economical [3D, 41]. 
Rigid body transformation is only sHfticient for matching two images taken from the 
sanw viewing angle with it different distance from the object [20], und(,r very similar 
imaging c011ditio11S [101]. Otherwise, a higher order polynomial which leads to 110n-
rigid trallsfol'lllation is necessary to model the transformation between the two images 
[3D]. 
Non-rigid or elastic transformations allow general changes of the image shapes and can 
be Hsed to register images which have local distortions [104]. Elastic image transfonna-
tion considers the images as continuous bodies and models the distortion in the image 
as the deformation of an elastic material. It is capable of registering images with some 
of the most complex distortions [87, 20j. 
4.4 Resampling 
Resampling is the process of determining a new pixel valne for each of the pixels that 
are being transformed to a new pixel location [23]. These new pixel values can be 
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interpolated from the w(~ightecl values of the neighhouring pixels in the input (reference) 
image [71, 2:1 J. The most COllllllon r<~samplillg methods used arc ucarcst lwighhonr 
interpolation, biliueat' intcrpolation and cnhic convolution. 
4.4.1 Nearest Neighbour Interpolation 
Nearest neighhour interpolation is the simplest and least expensive resampling lllethod 
[71, n, Gl]. It simply nscs thc vaillc of the pixel closest to the transforllled c:oorclillatcs 
[71]. As a rcslllt, the migillal valncs arc prcserwd [2:~, G1]. However, this nlCthocl 
tends to proclncc it rather blocky effect as sonw pixel valncs me repeated [69]. This 
mdhocimlty he satisfactory if the scale nnd geometry change from the inpnt illlage to 
the ontpnt image is not too great [71]. 
4.4.2 Bilinear Interpolation 
Biliucar iuterpolation calculates the valne for each outpnt pixel based llpOU a. vveighted 
average of the fom nearest input pixels [23, Gl]. Because each outpnt vaille is based 
npon several iUPllt values, the output imag'e will not have the Immttumlly blocky ap-
pearauce of some uearest neighbour images [2:~] and a smoother resftlllplcd image is 
generated [G1]. Nevertheless, the brightuess vailles ill the input image me lost awl the 
spatialrcsollltioll is decreased [23]. 
4.4.3 Cubic Convolution 
Cllbic convolution llses the weighted average of values within it neighbourhood that 
extends about two pixels ill each direction, usually encompassing 1G adjaccnt pixels 
[71, 61]. Typically, this method avoids the disjointed appeantuce observed in the results 
of the nearcst neighbour method and provides a slightly sharper image than the bilinear 
interpolation method [En]. Nevertheless, compared with the nearest neighbour and 
bilinear interpolation, this method requires more cornputation time and causes more 
data to be altered [23]. 
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4.5 Similarity Measures 
A similarity measure is used to determine the optimum match between two images. If 
grey values are used, instead of features, a similarity measure might be selected to be 
more noise tolerant since this was Hot clone during feature detection. The choice of 
a similarity metric is one of the most important elements on how the registration is 
determined. For cxample, in the cross correlation, the peak value determines the best 
control point matches which have to be llsed to find the appropriate transformation 
[20]. Here, two popular similarity metrics are discussed. 
4.5.1 The Correlation Coefficient 
The correlation coefficient is the most commonly used similarity measnrc to match two 
images [54, GG]. It is defined a.s follows: 
( 4.4) 
where TiLL rcpresents the overlapping set of pixels of the two images, A is the first 
image, B{ is the second image, pjl is the pixel value in the first image, pj is the pixel 
value in the second image, pA is the mean value of the first image and Ii is the mean 
v,tlue of the second image. both computed over the overlapping part. This statistical 
llleas1ll'C has the property that it measures correlation on an absolute scale, ranging from 
[-1. 1] [81]. The correlation coefficient is computed in each position. The maximum of 
the correlation snrface give the most likely shift between the images. The correlation 
coefficient is one of the best similarity measures when registering two images from the 
same modality [54]. 
4.5.2 Mutual information 
lVIutual information is a measure from the field of information theory of how much 
information one random variable tells about another [59]. It has been used widely for 
llluitimociality image registration [107, G5, 95]. For two images, Illutual information is 
computed from t.he joint probability density function of the images' grey level valnes. 
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When two images are aligned, the corresponding areas overlap, and the resulting joint 
histogralll or prolHthility density hmction is peak(~d, resulting in a high nl1ltual illfonua.-
tion value. When the images are misregisterecl, non-corresponding areas also overlap, 
resulting in addit.ional grey level value combinations in the joint histogralll, result.ing 
in a low lllut.ual information value [5DJ. The value of lllutual inforlllation between two 
overlapping illlages is calculated by eqnatioll (:~.l). 
4.6 Latest research on image registration 
This S(~Ct.iOll presents some of t.he latest clevdoplllCnts in the field of area-lmscd awl 
feature-based iltlage registration. Usually, feature-hased approaches arc supposed to be 
more reliable thall area-based approaches wllell accurate featme points arc available. 
Therefore, a lot of effort has bem SPCllt.Oll illlproving the reliability of the ext.racted 
featl1res. 
I3eIltOlltoll d a1. [17Jused localm<txillla of the grey level gradiellt magnitude to detect. 
features. The gradient magnitndc was thresllOlded with its average value, resulting in 
a binary image consisting of connecteel regions that were of interest. TheIl, interest 
points were detected using a vcrsiOll of the Harris corner detector7 . Challwimahumg ct 
a1. [24] used an efficient local entropy-based thresholding teclllliquc to extract billary 
vascular trees ill medical images. Thell it morphological thinning operator was em-
ployed to obtain it centreline of the vascular tree. The method used a lllultircsolutioll 
searching scheme to reduce the computational cOlllplexity. Therefore, the illlage grid 
was resampled starting from the coarsest scale to the finest scale resolutions. Two types 
of featme were used, i.e. control points and sampling points. Potential control poillts 
were iclentified with the locations where the 3 x ~1 neighbourhood contained lllon~ than 
three pixels helonging to the thinned vascular tree. Then, the finally accepted control 
points were identified by considering an 11 x 11 window around all potential control 
points. If there were more than two vnscular tree points on the window boundary, the 
control point was marked as a true control point. Alternatively, sampling points were 
7 A Harris corner detector combined comer and edge detector based 011 the local auto-correlatioll 
fUllction in order to cletermine locations where the signal changes in two directions [44]. 
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introduced when control points did not meet the acceptance criteria. The sampling 
points were identified as the intersections between the vessel branches of the thinned 
vascular tree and the coarse grid lines. 
An improvement in reliability was achieved when one moved from matching individual 
points to matching contour lines. Bouchafa and Zavidovique [lD] used the contrast 
changes of the level lines of the image as features. The set of level-lines were extracted 
by grouping pixels with grey values in the same narrow ra.nge, into the same level set. 
Each l.cvel line was extmcted as a connected line. The extracted lines were then sorted 
by their reliability, which was defined according to their length and contrast. Lines 
that did not meet certain criteria were rejected. Once line correspondence betwecn 
the two images was established, the centres of gravity of the corresponding lines were 
used as control points. Another problem that was tackled was that of registering 
images with differcnt resolution. The difference in spatial resolution of images being 
registered presents a problem in selecting pixel landmarks since a pixel in the low 
resolution image may correspond to more than one pixels in the high resolution image. 
To solve this problem, Temkin et a1. [100], at each scaling step, reduced and equalised 
the pixel resolution in both images being registered. The uniformity of pixel size in 
both high resolution and low resolution images allowed high accuracy of control point 
identification and in turn improved the accuracy of registration. Clatz ct a1. [28] 
dealt. with the problem of badly matched feat1ll'es. When matches were noisy or wildly 
wrong, i.e. some of the measured displacements were outliers, an outlier rejection 
step was introduced in the gradual regist.rat.ion process using a weightcclleast trimmed 
squaresk algorithm. 
Moving away from the problem of accurate fea.t1ll'e extraction, we come to improvements 
in the problem of modelling the transformation between the two images. Dentoutou 
et. e1. [17] used the thin-plate spline interpolation function on two sets of correspond-
ing points. Thin plat.e splines allow rotation, translation, scaling and skeWing to be 
modelled, while it allows lines to bend smoothly, preserving a smooth second order 
HLeast trimmed squares is a statistical technique for estimation of unknown parameters of linear 
regression lllodel and provides a "robust" alt.ernat.ive to the classical regresf;ion met.hod based on miu-
imising the sum of squared residuals [7J. 
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derivative. Therefore, a large number of defonnations can be characterised. This inter-
polation model allowed the authors to achieve sub-pixel accuracy. On the other hand, 
Chanwimaillang et a1. [24]llsed a quadratic transformation model only when the affine 
transformation prod nced significant errors. This was because in their casc, the affine 
model was nsnally sufficient and going to a qnadratic model was more risky. The nsc 
of a low order transformation function when possible, is preferred as, ill g('lwral, it 
increases the cfficiellcy of the algorithm [100]. 
Matllal information was used as a measure of similarity when images were takcn from 
different Illodalities [:3:3, 59, 1 Hi]. Lee ct. 1t1. [59] concluded that a voxel intellsity mea-
sure based 011 Ulutnal illtcmnation gave more reliable results compared with a surface 
fitting tcdmiqllc in registering magnetic resonancc imaging (MRI) and computed to-
mography (CT) images of the liver. Instead of using grey scale images, Chanwimalultng 
d a1. [24] used binariscd images to detnl'lllinc their similarity. This was bccanse the 
contrast/illtcnsity distributions within each image field were not consistent invalidating 
the statistical dependency across images. As a result, they could handle retinal images 
with slllall overlaps, and they used nOl'lllalised mlltnal information over tlw overlapping 
area making the performance lcss dependcnt 011 the si;r,e of overlaps. Usuallyarca-bascd 
methods use every pixel in both images to compnte their correspondence. As a l'esnlt, 
they have high computational cost. Bentoutou et a1. [17] reduced this computational 
time by processing only some pixels belonging to regions that contain significant grey 
level variations (rct'erred to as the control points). The local displacemcnt of every 
control point in the sensed image could l)(~ estimated over a circular neighho1ll'hood of 
each one of these points detected earlier. A set of combined-invariants (feat1l1'es that 
are based on image moments and are invariant to symmetric blur, scaling, transla.tion 
and rotation) were used to measure the similarity between matched regions. The min-
irrmrn distance rule with thresholding wa;.; applied to find the best matching features. 
As a result. the problem of registering images which are sensitive to meau grey-level 
offsets and local geometric distortion could be solved. 
The process of registration is controlled by an energy function. In registering medical 
images, Bios el' Aische et a1. [33] tried to minimise a two term energy function. One term 
was the matching energy which measured the similarity between the deformed image 
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and the target image. The other was the regularisation term, the purpose of which was 
to make the transformation as smooth as possible. An iterative gradient decent method 
was Ilsed to optimise the cost function. The node displacements were updated at each 
it(~ration, following the gradient of the cost function with respect to the transformation 
paramdcTs. Tlw clastic energy regularisation term led to an adaptive regularisation, 
giving more elasticity in specific reg"ions than in others. This was because they used 
prior information about the target deformation in the registration process. Gradient 
d(~scent optimisation energy was used and this enabled rapid convergence to the desired 
estimate of the deformed field, but of course it did not guarantee that this was the 
global minillllll11 of the (;nergy. Instead of using only matching and regularisation 
energy terms, Zhang et a1. [llG] added the consistency energy term to provide more 
constraints on the forward and backward transform and thus make them smootlwr. 
The consistency term was evaluated by using the forward and backward consistency 
error function which consisted of the forward, backward and inverse transformation 
functions. Thc result gaVt) smaller consistency error compared with the same method 
without the consistency energy term. Periaswmny ct al. [79] combined the steps of 
geomctric distortion and interpolation in a single step. The intensity values at the grid 
positions and the parameters of the geometric distortion were simultaneously estimated 
for each pixel in the image, so that nonlinear distortions in both geometry and intensity 
could be captured. 
4.7 Conclusions 
From the study of the various methods, it became clear that there is not a tllliversally 
accepted method appropriate for all problems and all application areas. For example, 
HOlle of the methods discussed above is appropriate for the detection of smallianclslicles, 
becallse in the case of landslides the deformation is highly non-linear, highly inhomo-
geneolls, and highly localised. That is why we shall develop our own methodology to 
solve this problem. 
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Chapter 5 
Elastic image registration for 
landslide movement detection 
and quantification 
In this chapter, we present a landslide movement detection and quantification method 
which can he applied for landslide monitoring using elastic image registration. The 
method is based on the invocation of deformation operators which imitate the defor-
mations expected to be observed when a landslide occurs. It is designed to detect 
landslide movement with sub-pixel accuracy. We used a pair of sub-images taken from 
the 1!)98-1999 landslide events in Caralllanico as shown in figures ;j.19(a)-(h) as the 
training dataset. Three other pairs of sub-images of the landslide events in Caramall-
ico were used as the testing datasets. They were taken from the 1995-199G landslide 
events as shown in figures 3.16( a)-(b), from the 1996-1997 landslide events as shown 
in figmes ~U7(a)-(b), and frolll the 1997-1998 landslide events as shown in figures 
3.18(a)-(b). 
This chapter is divided into six sections. First, we present our proposed landslide move-
ment detection and quantification method which is based on elastic image registration 
in section 5.l. Techniques used to evaluate the quality of the results are described in 
section 5.2. This method depends on a number of parameters. How to choose values 
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for these parameters is presented in section 5.~~. Ways of making the algorithm more 
efficient arc described in sectioll G.4. The rei-mlts arc presented in sectioll G.G. Finally, 
the disCllssioll awl c:oJl(:lusiollS arc~ presented in section 5.6. 
5.1 Methodology 
In this section, we present au elastic image rcgistmtiou method which is iuholllogmwolls 
to aCCollllt for the local ddornmtions of the tcrraiu, aud allows us to rc~gister images with 
sub-pixel accnritcy. This method is based on a modification of the image n~gistrati()u 
tec:lllliquc used to register 3D medical images by Kovalcv awl Petroll [GG] in order to 
monitor the growth of tll1110ms. Illstead of just llsiug their three operators, OlW lllon~ 
operator is add(~d to register lauclslide images. \Ve uauwd it the expoucntial parabolic 
finw front operator. 
The pnrposc of clastic image registration is to detect srnalliocal clmuges, so om Illethod 
is us(~d to refinc global registration alrcacly performed. Two imagcs, ouc before (B) 
and ouc after (A) the landslides captnred by the same sensor both geocoded aud co-
registered arc assllIllcd to be available. Starting from image B, a sequeuce of deformed 
images denoted by B J , B2 , B:l , ... , BI is created. Each image in the sequeuce is more 
similar to image A than the previous one. Each image is created from the previulls 
by applying to it one of the deformation operators chosen at ntudolll auel applic,cl at 
a randoYll position. As the image is deformed, the grey values at integer locations arc 
calculated using the nearest neighbour interpolation rule. If the imposed deformation 
improves the similarity with the second image, the change it creates is accepted. If it 
does uot, it is rejected and another operator is invoked. The process stops when the 
deformed image is sufficiently similar with image A. 
In order to distort image B, we adopt the following process: We define fom deforma-
tion operators: exponential growth, exponential shrinkage, exponential translatiou and 
exponential parabolic fiow front. At each iteration step, we choose at random one of 
the four operators to apply to the grid of the image in order to imitate the way land 
deforms during landslides. 
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If the exponential growth operator is chosen, one pixel i is randomly chosen as an 
origin. All other pixels, k, will be moved directly away from that pixel by a distance 
dofined by: 
(5.1 ) 
where 1" and .rJ are some parameters and dik is the distance of pixels k from 'i. This 
operator will deform the grid outwards form a central point as if material is pouring 
out of a centre. 
If t.he exponential shrinkage operator is chosen, one pixel 'I is randomly chosen as 
an origin. Inst.ead of moving away fi'om the pixel origin, now all other pixels, k, will 
be moved directly towards that pixel by a distance defined by equation (5.1). This 
operator will deform the grid inwards, towards a central point, as if material is lost into 
a sink. 
If the exponential translation operator is chosen, one pixel 'I is randomly selected 
as an origin. Then. we choose at random a distance el, an orientation e and parameter :; 
as the springiness parameter that controls the severity of this distortion. All remaining 
pixels, k, move in the direction of the vector defined by e by a distance: 
(5.2) 
This model of deformation will always move a pixel by a fraction of d. The fraction 
changes according to the distance di/" between the pixel of origin, 'I and the pixel in 
question. If the value of d1k increases, the value of e-Sd,k decreases. Therefore, the 
fraction reduces as k moves away from 'i. The value of di!.- reaches Jl;ero when i = k. At 
this position we have the maximum movement. This operator is relevant for modelling 
the movelllent of material during a landslide as chasms and gaps lllay be opened in the 
surface of the earth. 
We define t.he exponential parabolic flow front operator for a landslide front orig-
inating on an axis 11 moving the material along an orthognnal din~ction v. This way we 
may define a. (u, 0) coordinate system (see figure 5.1). We describe the deformation by 
choosing the following parameters: the origin of the deformation (xo, Yo), the extent of 
the deformation, 0, the severity of the deformation, b, the orientation of the defonna-
tion, e, the direction of the deformation, 11!, and the decaying parameter, t. We assume 
," 
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Figllre 5.1: Pixel ori?;ilJ with thc shiftill?; paralllcters (] and b. 
that material with coordinate position (fl'b Dk) for !-ri'k! s.; a, moves along the II axis to 
ncw coordinate positions Cii'k, ilk + v), whcl'(~ 'II is given by: 
This opcrator will shift all pixels with coordinate '1/,0 - a s.; Lt'k s.; 'lio + a along the 'l' axis. 
As the pixels along direction v move away from the origin of the landslide, the alll()llnt of 
shifting decays. This is controlled by the value of t. 'We have the maxirmull displacement 
when the vallle of Vk = O. This operator is applied in a random orientation. \Vhcu this 
operator is chosen, onc pixel, i, at location (:ro, Yo) is selected randomly as the landslide 
origin. The position of every pixel /,; in the image is then defined in terms of the new 
origin (:1:0' JJo): 
(5.4) 
We thcn dcfine the position of pixel k in the rotated ('Il, v) coordinate systcm: 
(!i.5) 
'ilk = Yk cos f) - :iJ.: sin f) (5.6) 
A random number 'W either + 1 or -1 is chosen to decide whether the material moves 
in the anticlockwise or the clockwise direction, respectively. Then we check Whether 
a pixel satisfies the conditiolls -a s.; Uk s.; +a and Vk'W ~ O. If both conditiolls are 
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satisfied, the pixel is shifted in position (Uk, Vk) == (fi,k, Vk + wv) where v is given by 
eqnation (5.3). Finally, the position of the pixel in the (x, y) coordinate system is 
calculated as follows: 
(5.7) 
Yk"c,,' = 7t h, sin e + VI.: cos e (5.8) 
Tlms, this operat.or will deform the grid as if a slowly moving parabolically shaped flow 
front propagates along some direction. 
The random combination of these four basic operators allows one to imitate much more 
cOlllplex and inhomogeneous deformations. Note that as material is allowed to pour 
outwards or disappear, the topology of the imaged ,mrface changes, so these clefonna-
tic)lls arc not really ela.stic. Figure 5.2 demonstrates the effect of all four deforl1latiOll 
models on the pixel grid of the image. 
The grey values at the integer positions of the image grid are calculated using the 
nearest neighbour interpolatioll rule. These interpolated values are only used for the 
comparisoll of the distorted image with the target image. Once this comparison is 
made. these values are discarded, and the next image in the sequence is formed froUl 
the non-integer positions of the pixels in grid Bl . 
The deformed grid is a.ccepted as the next grid BI in the sequence, provided that it 
reduces the cost function of the quality of registration with image A. If it does not, 
grid B/ in the sequence is chosen to be the same as grid Bl- 1• 
The cost function that expresses the quality of registration between imag<'s A and Bl 
is defined as follows: 
(5.9) 
In this expression, (3 and r are parameters controlling the relative importallce of each 
terrn. The three separate terms are the following: 
(S.10) 
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F igure 5.2 : Effects of thc fOllr deform at ion operaLors used in a regular 21 x 21 grid : (a) ex polJent ial 
growt h (b) exponcnt ial sIJri l lkage (c) expon elltial translat ion (ci ) cxpo llential parabolic fl ow frO/I t. 
where S(A , fld is the measure of similarity between the two images either expressed 
by the correlation coeffi cient or the mutual information between the two images. T he 
correlation coefficient is defined as in equ ation (4.4) . 
For the case of mutual information , S(A, B l ) is equal to ~>B', where !vIA B is the A,A , l 
value of the mutual information between images A and B l , and lVIA ,A is the entropy of 
the reference image. The mutual information is defined as in equ ation (3 .1 ). In this 
condition. the sensed image, B in equ ation (3 .1 ) is replaced by the distorted imaoe Bl 
I b, . 
The entropy of the reference image, 1I1A ,A is defin ed as follows: 
MA ,A = - LPA(pA) log PA (pA) 
pA 
(5. 11) 
The second term ill equation (5 .9) expresses the desire for image Bl to be distorted as 
li ttle as possible to fit image A. It is a purely geometric term that does not involve any 
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pixel va lues : 
(5 .12) 
Here .ATT is the size of the image along the x axis, NA ,l is the number of pixels in TA,l, 
and dr>f3 is the difference in the coordinate along the (3 axis in two neighbouring pixels 
<'aligned" along the a axis. In a regular grid , dxx = elyy = 1 and dxy = ely X = O. Note 
that k scans the image in a raster fashion, along the ;1; axis on each successive line 
corresponding to fi xed y. ]\lIme explicit ly, the meaning of this term in this function 
ma.y be llnderstood by the foil wing example: Xl,;+ I and XI,; are the coordin ate positions 
along the :/: axis of the two neighbouring pixels with indices k; + 1 and f.,; respectively. 
At the beginniug of the iterative process, the difference between these two coordinates 
is d.1'.1· since these pixels are next to each other along the x 8..'(is. After an iteration takes 
place, the two pixeb may shift with respect to each other , so their distance along the 
.1: axis may have changed. The difference between th i,' distance and the or iginal value 
cla·.1; expresses the distortion of the rigid grid. In a similar way, term IJ·HN., - .1:/,; - dy.); I 
ex presses the distortion of the grid away from the rigid one, due to the shifting in 
relative position of two neighb ouring pixel.' along the y axis (indices f.,; + N h. and k 
identify neighbol1l'ing pixel: along the y axis in the raster indexing form at) . 
Finally, tbe th ird term of the cost function expresses the desire for max imulll overlap 
between images A anel B( 
N U. - 1 A,SI 3 = - ---,;- (5 .13 ) 
Here N is the maximum number of pixels in an image, and N A ,i31 is the number of 
pixels in the overlapping part of images B, anel A. 
In summary, our image registration method works as follows: 
• Step 1: Image Bl- J i, transformed by randomly selecting one of the four defor-
mation models . 
• Step 2: The cost function of the transfol'lned image. Bl , is calculated . 
• Step 3: If the cost fun ction value of the Bl is equal or greater then the one 
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calculated for BI- 1, discard Bl and use BI- 1 in the next iteration, else replace 
BI - 1 by Bl . 
• Step 4: If the cost function value has not changed in the last few loops, exit, else 
go to Step 1. 
5.2 Evaluation of the results 
There are three ways to evaluate the quality of our results. The first two ways to assess 
the quality of the solution obtained is to use some objective measures of similarity 
between two images: The similarity between the registered images should ]w higher 
after registration than before registration. Therefore, first we used mutual information 
defincd in equation (:3.1) as a me<1:mre of similarity. Mutual information is used becausc 
it has the capability to measure the similarity between two images of different modal-
ities. A scene imaged by one sensor may contain different grey values when imaged 
by another sensor. Nevertheless as long as the physical object which created a pair 
of pixels in the two images remains the same, this pair of pixels should always have a 
particular pair of grey values. Thereforc, mutual information is looking for the Humber 
of pairs of correspclllding pixels that take the same pair of values. Although tlw images 
we register arc of the samc modality, they were captured about a year apart, so their 
grey level content is very different, with or without any landslides. We first compute 
the mutual infonnatioH between the two images before the process of registration is 
performed. \"Ie then compute it after the process of registration, and compare this new 
value with the value before registration, to check whether the process of registratioll 
increased the value of nllltual information. 
The second way to measure the similarity of two images is to subtract them point by 
point and take the absolute difference of these images before and after registration is 
performed. We scale these difference images to have values in the range [0,255] by using 
the minimulll and maximum value of the pixels in both of them, so the grey values we 
use for display have the same meaning in both images: 
( gold - gmin) 2r:r: gnew = x ;:'h) 
gma.?: - gmin (5.14) 
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where gil/ill is the minimum difference in both images, gmax is the maximum difference in 
both images, g1lcw is the new value of a pixel and gold is its old value. How the similarity 
between the two original images has improved can be judged by observing the increased 
1lUmber of clark pixels in the difference image after registration, in comparison with the 
clift·crence image before registration. In addition, an objective measure of similarity 
may be definecl as the sum of the absolute differences over all pixels before and after 
registration, without using any scaling, calculatecl as follows: 
D 11[J2 = L Ig1;j ~ g2;J 1 
ij 
(5.15) 
where .rJllj is the grey valne of pixel ('i, j) in image II and .92;j is the grey value of the 
SHnw pixel ill image 12 . 
Our approach is stochastic. The solution we obtain, therefore, is also stochastic. If it is 
the correct solution, it should persist even when the random algorithm is repeated with 
clift·erent seeds of the random number generator. So, we run our algorithm several times 
with different seeds for the random number generator and combine the results using 
some sort of consensus process. The stronger the consensus in the result obtained, the 
more confident vvc are that the answer is correct. 
There are various ways to do that. One way is to look at the hbtogrmn of total shift of 
each pixel. The total shift a pixel underwent is computed by comparing its position in 
the output image with its position in the input image. We threshold this histogram to 
keep, say. the 2%) most significant shifts. We then nse some local window around each 
pixel and count inside the window the lllunber of such significant shifts. The Il11mber is 
associated with the central pixel. To achieve a consensus between all nms performed, 
we may sum up the values of the output shift maps, and look for peaks in the overall 
outpnt shift map. 
To avoid the use of a threshold in the size of each shift, we may consider all shifts 
inside a window around each pixel and simply SlUn up their magnitudes, ignoring their 
direction. This way we shall have for each pixel an estimate of the total movement 
around it. The size of the local window we have to use depends on the size of the 
disturbances we hope to identify. In our experiments we use a window of size 15 x 15 
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hCCHnse we assume that the crowns of thc landslides in the ground truth data to be 
rv 7 x 7 pixels in sizc. (Crown is the region from which the movement of material has 
started, and usually is much smaller than the total affected region.) 
5.3 Choice of parameter values 
5.3.1 Parameters of the operators 
Our algorithm depends on a number of parameters. This section describes the way these 
parameters arc selected. The satellite images we 1l.';e for our experiments have already 
been globally rcgistcred am! they only suft'pr from small deformations. Therefore, we 
consider usillg parameter settings that prodnce small movements allel thns can be used 
to detect small local changes. In order to have only sub-pixel shifts, we shall allow 
maximum movement of 1 pixel. Then, in order to avoid larger shifts, we fix the value 
of parameter .,. for the growth and shrinkage operator to 2, and the values of parameters 
d and b of the translation and the parabolic front How operators to 1. 
As the challges ill the distorted imagc arc small and decay quickly away from the local 
area to which each operator is applied, it would be a waste of time to calculate the 
new locations for every pixel in the image when an operator is applied. Therefore, we 
introd uce a local window for each operator. Only pixels inside the window have their 
positions updated according to the operator applied. To choose the size of the window 
, 
we calculate the value of the shift for all operators by using various combillatiolls of 
permitted parameter ranges. In each case, we plot the amount of shifting as shown in 
figure 5.:3. 
For the exponential growth and shrinkage operators, all pixels within a certain distance 
from the seec! point are shiftecl. However, the seed point stays at the sallle location. 
Thus, we plot the shift these operators cause for the pixels from distance 1 to 25 pixels 
from the seed point. These operators are very similar. The amount of shifting for the 
exponential shrinkage is the same as for the exponential growth. For the expollential 
translation operator, the maximum movement in the direction given by e is el, and it is 
located at the seed point. Therefore we plot the shifting starting from the seed point 
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to the 25 th pixel ~long this direction. The exponential parabolic flow front operator is 
localised along one direction (direction '(L of its definition) and exponentially decaying 
along the orthogonal direction (direction v of its definition). We wish to know how 
far along this direction the shifts it induces are non-negligible. So we plot the shift it 
causes along the v direction for various combin~tions of values of its parameters. The 
maximum shift is b which decays exponentially away from the base line of the operator 
which has width 20,. 
Different combinations of parameters will have different decaying rates of shifting. We 
dccid(~ to neglect any shift slllaller than 0.05 pixels. So, any parameter values that shift 
the pixels by less than 0.05 pixels from the seed pixel are not used. We can see from 
figure 5.:{ that for the parameter values considered in these graphs, neglecting any shift 
outside a 9 x 9 local window is consistent with keeping shifts of size greater or equa.l 
to n.05. III addition, we do not consider parameter values, which at distance 4 away 
from the seed point, will create shifts greater than 0.05. Such parameter values would 
obviously create shifts outside the 9 x 9 window we use which cannot be neglected. 
5.3.2 Stopping criterion 
The acceptance of a proposed deformation is controlled by the value of the cost function. 
If it reduces the value of the cost function, the cleformation is accepted. The algorithm 
stops when the value of the cost function after each 100,000 tries changes by no more 
than 1%. The relative change of the value of the cost function is calculated as follows: 
c == Ca - ca+ I X 100% 
Ca 
(5.1G) 
I 1 (. ,·tre the values of the cost function in two sllccessive estl·ll~lc·l.t(~~L." Olle 'vV 1C1'e Co anco+ 1 ~ . ..0 
hundred t hOllsand tries apart. 
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F igure 5.3: Shift ing induced by the vari ous opcrato rs. (a) l':;xpoLlell t ial growth and shrillkagc operator 
wit h 1'= 2, 9 E [0.8, 2.0). (b) Expollclltial translat ion operator wit h cl= l , S E [0.6 , 2.0). The valuc or 
paramcte r 0 is irrelevall t here. (c) Expollential parabolic flow rrollt operator with 0= I alld I E [O.G. 
2.0) aL 'Uk = O. T he value or parameter rt. ancl 0 are irrclevant here. 
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5.4 Exploratory runs 
The aims of the exploratory runs are: 
• To find the best values for parameters f3 and "I in equation (5.9) . 
• To identify which deformation operators and parameter setting,' are most useful 
so thcy arc given preference by the rand om process that chooses the opcrCltor to 
be llsed ca.ch time. 
5.4.1 Methodology 
(a) Parameters f3 and "I 
T he quality of registration betwcen two imagcs is controlled by thc cost function, which 
consi!:>t!:> of t hree terms. Therefore, "ve have to idcntify the optimal values of the co-
cIhcients with which we linearly combine them to form the cost fun ct ion. In ord er to 
fillel the values of (J ~ll1cl "I, we perform a few exploratory runs for various paramcter 
!:>ettings. iVIu tual information i ' used to evaluat the quali ty of registration ob tainecl 
for each set of panuneter values . The set of values of parameters f3 and "I t hat gives 
the highest val ne of mutual informat ion will be lIsed in the full nms performed later. 
The total llumber of tries uscd in these experiments was 50,000. Parameters f3 and "I 
were allowed to take values from the set {O.OOL 0.005. 0.010 , 0.050. 0.100. 0.500 .l.000}. 
We l1sed all possible combinations of these values. Then , we identified the parameters 
that gave the ma.ximum value of Dlutual inforl1.lation among them. In a second step , 
we refi.ned the pa.rameter values by exploring the parameter space aroullcl the iclentified 
point using higher resolution . 
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(b) Efficiency 
D1ll'ing these experiments, all operators and all parameters were invoked e<jllally fre-
qnently. Neverthcless, when we plot the histogram of the accepted changes proposed 
by the varions operators, we find that not all operators and not all parameter valnes 
were eqllally likely to propose acceptable changes, i.e. changes that rcclllced the cost 
function. To make om algorithm more efficient, we shall use the statistics of these 
trial l'llllS to work out the probability with which each operator and each panUllct(~r 
valnc shonld be invoked, so that the fraction of snccessfnl snggested changes at the 
snccessive iteration steps of the algorithm increases. For each operator we also plot thc 
normalised histograms of its parameter valnes which corresponded to sllccessful trials 
in the process of millimising the cost fllnction. 
In order to draw randoIll Illlmbers according to a probability density hmctioll. w(' 
. . 
create the corresponding distrilmtion function and draw random numbers uniformly 
distrilmted in it. Thus, if the frequencies with which we wish to invoke operators (or 
parameter values) B J , E 2 , ... , EN are P J , P2 • ... , PN respectively, we associate with each 
B j a corresponding interval of values [Lj~i Pi, Li= 1 Pi] and draw uniformly distrihuted 
ll1unbers in the range [0, 1]. When we draw a ramlom Imrnber, we invoke that E j , in 
the interval of which the random number happens to fall. 
For example, if we have three parameter values, 0" band c with success frequencies 
of 0.28, 0.22 and 0.5 respectively, we assign to parameter a the interval [0.0, 0.28), to 
parameter b the interval [0.28, 0.28+0.22) or [0.28, 0.50) and to parameter c the interval 
[0.28+0.22, 0.5(J+O.50] or [0.50, 1.00]. When the ranciom number gcmerator generates 
a value, say 0.51, since D.51 is in the interval of c, parameter c will be selected. 
5.4.2 Exploratory runs for the cost function with the correlation co-
efficient as the similarity measure 
In this section, we present the exploratory runs for the cost function with the correla-
tion coefficient as the similarit.y measure, using the method described in sect.ion 5.4.1. 
All tried combinations of the values of parameter (3 and I with their value of the mu-
tual information of the registration achieved each time are given in table 5.1. From 
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this tahle, we can see that the maximum value of mutual information was achieved 
when (J = 0.005 and 'Y = 0.100. Next, we refined the parameter values by exploring 
the parameter space around this point. We run experiments allowing f3 to take val-
lWS from the set {0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.005, 0.006, 0.007, 0.008, 0.009, 0.0l0} and 'Y 
from the sd {0.050, 0.060, 0.070, 0.080, 0.090, 0.100, 0.200, 0.300, 0.400, 0.500}. All pos-
sible combinations of these values were used. The value of the mutual information of 
the registration achieved each time is given in table 5.2. Based on this table, we can 
see that. (1 = 0.005 and 'Y = 0.100 appear to be the optimal parameter values. 
However, "ve can also see that for the full range of values of'Y we tried and for (J values 
in a range that spans at least one order of magnitude, we obtain comparable results. 
This shows t.hat the algorithm is not particularly sensitive to the values of these two 
pa.rameters. 
Next, we want to find the frequency with which we should invoke each operator and 
its paramet.ers for maximum efficiency. Figure 5.4 shows the frequencies of acceptance 
of the ch,cnges proposed by the various operators. The norma.lised histograms of the 
para.met.ers of each operator a.re shown in figures 5.5--5.8. Based on these normalised 
histograms, we fix our algorithm to invoke the deformation operators and their paralll-
den; llsing in the look up table the intervals listed in tables 5.3-5.11. 
(3 
r 0.001 0.005 0.010 0.050 0.100 0.500 1.000 
O.OOl 0.8347 0.8~~68 0.8:341 0.8050 0.7759 0.7690 0.7(j50 
0.005 0.83(j8 0.8372 0.83.52 0.7992 0.7758 0.7GDO 0.7G50 
0.0 ](] 0.8281 0.8450 0.8250 0.8048 0.775(j 0.7G90 O.7G50 
O.OSO 0.8458 0.8377 0.8323 0.8002 0.7785 0.7690 0.7(j50 
0.100 0.8285 0.8573 0.8179 0.7925 0.7802 0.7G95 0.7G50 
0.500 0.8464 0.83G9 0.836D 0.7951 0.7790 0.7GD5 0.8:347 
1.000 0.8424 0.848.5 0.8318 0.8008 0.7790 O.7G95 0.7G49 
Table 5.1: Value of the mutual information after regist.rntion for various combinations of the vailles 
of parameIP
rs 
(-1 and -( when t.he correlation coefficient. wa.~ used as the similarity measure in the cost 
fUllction. The value of mutual information before registration was 0.7634. 
.3 
"r 
0.001 0.002 0.003 0.00-1 0.005 0 .006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.010 
0050 0.8,",58 0.8299 0.8262 0.8293 0.8377 0.8328 0.836-1 0 .8361 0.831 <1 0.8323 
0 060 0.8353 0.8-1.-17 0.8368 0.83-11 0.8-1.31 0.8371 0.8306 0.8"133 0.8320 0.8258 
0.070 0.8228 0.8316 0.8-1.06 08322 0.8-156 0.8322 0.83-10 0 .8286 0.8351 0.8317 
0.080 0.8308 0.8'-139 0.8372 0.8-1 12 0.8362 0.83"19 0.8259 0.8380 0.8398 0.8296 
0.090 0.8256 0.839-1. 0.8362 0.83;-3 0.8-110 0.8299 08239 0.8322 0.8323 0.8286 
0.100 0.8286 0.8-1.-1;- 0.8389 08266 0.8573 0.8323 0.8182 0.83 12 0.8265 0.81;-9 
0.200 0.8336 0.8-1'-1 1 0.8:3"11 0.8<192 0.841"1 0.8288 0.8368 0.8299 0.83 19 0.8231 
0.300 0.8325 0.8<109 0.8-125 0.8363 0.83;-0 08372 0.8228 0.8387 0.8380 0.826·5 
0.-100 0.8337 0.8361 0.83-19 08-1 19 0.8-1 23 0.836 1 0.8390 0.8393 0.8273 0.8299 
0.500 0.8'-16"1 0.8396 0.8166 0.832 1 0.8369 0.8"1<-15 0.83 16 0.83 17 0.8293 0.8369 
-- ----
.. -
-- -
Table 5.2: Value o f t he mutual informa tion a fte r registration for H1.rious combinat ions of the "alues of parameters J3 and') when t he correlation coe ffici ent 
\I'as used as the simi larity measure in the cost function . The Hllue of mutual in forma tion before regif't ra ti on ,yas 0.763·1. 
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Figure 5.4: Frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed by the various operators when the 
correlation coefficient was used as the similarity measure in the cost function. 
Figure 5.5: Frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed by the exponential growth operator 
for parameter 9 when the correlation coefficient was used as the similarity measure in the cost function. 
The value of parameter r was fixed to 2. 
Figure 5.6: Frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed by the exponential shrinkage operator 
for parameter 9 when the correlation coefficient was used as the similarity measure in the cost function . 
The value of parameter r was fixed to 2. 
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Figure 5.7: Frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed by the exponential translation operator: 
(a) parameter s, and (b) parameter B when the correlation coefficient was used as the similarity measure 
in the cost function. The value of parameter d was fixed to 1. 
2 
parameter a 
(a) 
- 1 o 
parameterw 
(b) 
Figure 5.8: Frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed by the exponential parabolic flow front 
operator: ( a) parameter a, (b) parameter w, (c) parameter t, and (d) parameter B when the correlation 
coefficient was used as the similarity measure in the cost function. The value of parameter b was fixed 
to 1. 
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DCrOl'lll al i011 operators Frcqll cncics of acccpta licc I nt.erva l 
l ~x po nc l ll ial grow l h 0.12 [0.00.0.1 2) 
I';xpollelll ial shrinkage O. ILI [0.12 ,0.26) 
I~x poncnli a l tnl lislati on 0.26 [0.26.0.52) 
l ~ x p()n (' n tiH I poly nolili al 0,118 [0 52, 1.00] 
Table 5.:3 : Look up la.bl or the inten 'al ['0 1' I hc probabilit.y densi ty fun ct ion of th e dcrol'lll at.i on 
op ralors when I Iic corrclat ion coenicient was uscd as I ll c sinlilarity lIleasurc in t il(' cosl fll ncl ion. 
Va llie or y II Frcq llcncics or acccpl ancc 111t.er val 
O. 00:3 10.00,0.03) 
0.0 O.OLI [0.03.0.07) 
1.0 0.03 10.07.0.10) 
1.1 0.05 10. 10,0.1 5) 
1.2 0.00 10 15,0.2 1) 
13 0.07 [0.2 1,0.28) 
1,L\ 0.07 [0. 28.0.35) 
1·5 0.08 [0. ;~5.0 . '1 3 ) 
1.6 0.09 [0J/3.0 .. 52 ) 
1.7 0. 10 10 .. 52 .0.(2) 
1.8 0. 10 [0.62.0.72) 
1.9 0. 1'1 10.72.0.86) 
2.0 0.14 [0. 6. 1.00] 
Table 5.-1 : Look up Lallie o f llie intcrva l for llie probability densily fun ct ion of para nlcl cr y in t hc 
ex poncnl ial growl h operator II'hcli th c correlat ion cod licienl II',IS II scd ,lS Ill(' silllil arit ,Y IIlCHSllrc ill llic 
cost rUIl('! ion. 
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I Vahlf' of Ij Freqllt'llcies of acceptance Int.erval J 
O.H 0.02 [0.00,0.02) 
O.D 0.02 [0.02,0.();J) 
1.0 0.02 [O.Oi/,O.OG) 
1.1 o.m [O.OG.O.DD) 
1.2 o.m [0.OD,O.12) 
u O.OtJ [0.12,O.lCi) 
l.iJ O.OS [0.W,O.24 ) 
l.G 0.07 [0.2tJ,0.:n) 
l.G 0.11 [0.:31,0.42) 
1.7 0.09 [0.112,0.51 ) 
1.8 0.14 [O.Sl,O.(jfj) 
1.9 O.lS [0.GS,0.8:l) 
2.0 0.17 [0.8:3,1.00] 
Table 5.5: Look lip table of the interval for the probability density function of paraIlW\.('1' !J ill t.he 
exponential shrinkage operator when the correlation coefficient was used as the similarit.y Illc'H.~lII'(' ill 
the cost. function. 
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Value of" IT Frequencies of accept.ance Interval 
O.G om [O.Oll,O'(H) 
0.7 0.02 [0.01 ,0.(3) 
0.8 0.02 [0.03,0.05 ) 
0.9 0.02 [0.05,0.(7) 
1.0 0.0:3 [0.07,0.10) 
1.1 0.04 [0.10,0.1 /1) 
1.2 0.04 [0.14,0.18) 
1.:3 O.OG [0.18,0.21 ) 
1.4 0.07 [0.24,0.31 ) 
1.5 0.09 [0.31,0.40) 
l.G 0.09 [0.40,0.49) 
1.7 0.11 [0,49,0.GO) 
1.8 0.1:3 [0.GO,0.7:3) 
1.9 0.13 [0.73,0.8G) 
2.0 O.l!j [0.8G,1.00] 
Table .'l.G: Look up t.able of t.he interval for the probahility density fUlIct.ioll of paramet.t'r 8 in thl' 
exponential t.ranslation operator when t.he correlation coefficient. was used as the silllilarity lllmSlll'P in 
til(' cost function. 
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l Vallie' of (J in degree II FreCjuencies of acceptance Interval J 
I [0,18) OJ)/] [0.00,0.(4) 
[18,:{G) 0.04 [0.04,0.(8) 
[:3(j,.')!J ) 0.04 [0.08,0.12) 
[!iiJ,72) O.O!i [0.12,0.17) 
[12,90) O.OG [0.17,0.2:{) 
[90,1(8) 0.0!i [0.2:l,O.28) 
[I08,12G) O.OS [0.28, (U:3) 
[12G,j!J/] ) 0.0/] [0.a.3.0.:n) 
[1 //11, W2) 0.04 [0.:l7,(J.!1I) 
[1G2,180) 0.07 [OJII,(J.!l8) 
[180,198) O.OS [0.18,0.G:{) 
[198,210) O.OG [0.!i3,0.!i8) 
[2](i,2:{iJ) O.O!I [0.G8,O.(2) 
[2:14,2!i2) (l.0!i [0.G2,0.(7) 
[2!i2,270) 0.07 [0.G7,0.74) 
[270,288) 0.0!i [0.74,0.79) 
[288,30(j) O.OS [0.79,0.8/1 ) 
[:mG,:m) O.OS [0.8/1,0.89) 
[:324,342) O.OS [0.89,0.94 ) 
[:142,:3(0) 0.(J(j [(U);!,I.OOJ 
Table 5.7: Look lip table of the interval fi)r the probability density functioll of parameter (J ill the 
(,xp0!l(,ntial translation operator when tlH' correlation coefficient was used as thc" silllilarity IIIC'HS\l!'p ill 
the cost flillction. 
Value of a Frequencies of acceptance Interval 
I 0.50 [0.00,0 .. 50) 
2 0.:3:3 [0.50,0.8:3) 
:3 0.17 [0.83,1.(0) 
Table 5.8: Look lip table of the interval for the probability density function of parallleter a ill the 
expolJential parabolic flow front operator when the correlation coefficient was used as the sinJilarity 
llleasure in the cost fUllction. 
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Value of w Probability Interval 
-1 0.59 [0.00,0.59) 
+1 0.41. [0 .. 59,1.00J 
Table ,1.9: Look \lp table of the interval for the probability ciensity function of parameter w in the 
('xjlo!l('Ilt.ial parabolic How front operator when t.he correlation coefficient was \I::;ed as t.he silllilarity 
llH'a.~\ln~ ill t,he cost f\lnction. 
Value of l Frequencies of acceptance Interval 
0.6 O.Ofl [0.00,0.04 ) 
0.7 0.05 [0.04,0.(9) 
0.8 0.05 [0.09,0.H) 
0.9 0.05 [0.14,0.19) 
1.0 0.05 [0.19,0.24) 
1.1 0.06 [0.24,0.30) 
1.2 0.06 [0.:30.0.:W) 
1.3 O.OG [0.36,0.42) 
1.4 O.OG [0.42.0.48) 
1..5 0.08 [0.48.0.56) 
loG 0.08 [0 .. 5G,0.(4) 
1.7 0.08 [O.M .0. 72) 
1.8 0.08 [0.72,0.80) 
1.9 0.10 [0.80,0.90) 
2.0 0.10 [0.90,1.00] 
Table 5.10: Look up table of the interval for t.he probability dellsity function of parameter {, in the 
expollelltial parabolic flow front operator when the correlation coefficient was used as til(' silllilarity 
meas\lre ill the cost f\lnction. 
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Value of () ill degree II Frequencies of acceptance Interval 
[0,18) O.O!) [0.00,0.(0) 
[J 8,:W) 0.0/1 [0.Ofi,0.(9) 
[:3G,5(1) O.OtJ [0.09,0.13) 
[fi/1,72) O.OG [0.1:1,0.19) 
[72.90) O.O!) [0.J9,0.2/1) 
[DO, lOS) 0.07 [0.2/1,0.:11 ) 
[108,12G) O.(H [0.:3J ,(U5) 
[120,11/J) 0.05 [0.35,0.10) 
[ltJ /J,1 (2) 0.05 [0.10,0.l15 ) 
[lG2,180) O.OG [0.45,0.fil) 
[1S0,198) 0.00 [0.51,0.57) 
[J98,21G) 0.04 [0.57,0.(1) 
[210,2:34) 0.0/1 [O.Gl,O.Gfi) 
[2:1!J,252) 0.0/1 [0.G5,0.(9) 
[252,270) O.OG [0.G9,0.7fi) 
[270,288) O.OG [0. 7.5,0.H 1) 
[288,:30G) 0.04 [0.81,0.85) 
[:306,:324) O.Ofi [0.8fi,0.(0) 
[:124,3-12) O.Ofi [0.90,0.9fi) 
[:\42,:360] O.Ofi [0.95,1.00] 
Table 5.11: Look up table of the interval for the probability density fUllction of paramc'ter (J in the 
exponelltial parabolic: Dow front operator whell the correlatioll coefficient was used as tlIp similarity 
IIICHsure ill the cost fUIICtiOIl. 
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5.4.3 Exploratory runs for the cost function with the mutual infor-
mation as the similarity measure 
In this section, we present the exploratory runs for the cost function with the mu-
tual information as the similarity measure, using the method described in section 
5.4.1. First, we want to find the values of parameters (3 and 'Y to be used in the 
full runs. It turned out that the best match was obtained for values (3 = 0.001 and 
'Y = 1.000, both of which are extreme values in the list of values in section 5.4.1. So, 
to ensure that the above pair of values indeed produced the best match, the range 
of tried values was extended. We allowed parameter (3 to take values from the set 
{0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.005, 0.010, 0.050, 0.100, 0.500, 1.000} and parameter 'Y to take 
values from the set {0.001, 0.005, 0.010, 0.050, 0.100, 0.500,1.000,1.500, 2.000}. All pos-
sible combinations of the values for parameters (3 and 'Y with the value of the mutual 
information achieved each time for the registration are given in table 5.12. From this 
table, we can see that the maximum value of the mutual information was again ob-
tained for (3 = 0.001 and 'Y = 1.000. Next we refined the parameter values by exploring 
the parameter space around this point. We run experiments allowing (3 to take values 
from the set {0.0005, 0.0006, 0.0007, 0.0008, 0.0009, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.005} and 
'Y from the set {0.500, 0.600, 0.700, 0.800, 0.900, 1.000, 1.100, 1.200, 1.300, 1.400, 1.500}. 
All possible combinations of these values were used. The value of the mutual informa-
tion of the registration achieved each time is given in table 5.13. Based on this table, we 
can see that (3 = 0.0007 and 'Y = 0.700 appear to be the optimal parameter values. As 
in the case of correlation, the quality of registration does not seem to be too sensitive 
to the values of these parameters, which produce comparable results for ranges of at 
least one order of magnitude. 
Next, we plot the distributions of the frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed 
by. the various operators as shown in figure 5.9. The normalised histograms of their 
parameters are shown in figures 5.10-5.13. The look up table with the intervals assigned 
to each operator and each parameter of it are listed in tables 5.14-5.22. 
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(3 
'Y 0.0001 0.0005 0.001 0.005 0.010 0.050 0.100 0.500 1.000 
0.001 1.0458 1.0512 1.0473 1.0554 1.0453 1.0421 0.8907 0.7636 0.7635 
0.005 1.0492 1.0528 1.0514 1.0444 1.0413 1.0370 0.8759 0.7636 0.7535 
0.010 1.0561 1.0431 1.0446 1.0532 1.0439 1.0396 0.8700 0.7636 0.7635 
0.050 1.0512 1.0548 1.0510 1.0596 1.0510 1.0373 0.8803 0.7635 0.7635 
0.100 1.0516 1.0617 1.0456 1.0662 1.0518 1.0336 0.8718 0.7635 0.7635 
0.500 1.0696 1.0652 1.0757 1.0727 1.0632 1.0443 0.8441 0.7634 0.7634 
1.000 1.0767 1.0666 1.0776 1.0767 1.0660 1.0529 0.8728 0.7634 0.7634 
1.500 1.0692 1.0703 1.0770 1.0767 1.0691 1.0529 0.8728 0.7634 0.7634 
2.000 1.0692 1.0703 1.0773 1.0767 1.0691 1.0529 0.8728 0.7634 0.7634 
Table 5.12: Value of the mutual information after registration for various combinations of the values 
of parameters (3 and 'Y when mutual information was used as the similarity measure in the cost funct ion. 
The value of mutual information before registration was 0.7634. 
Figure 5.9: Frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed by the various operators when mutual 
information was used as the similarity measure in the cost function. 
Figure 5.10: Frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed by the exponential growth operator 
for parameter 9 when mutual information was used as the similarity measure in the cost funct ion. The 
value of parameter 7' was fixed to 2. 
{3 I , 
0.0005 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008 0.0009 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 
0.500 1.0652 1.0686 1.0615 1.0729 1.0643 1.0757 1.0755 1.0647 1.0678 1.0727 
0.600 1.0621 1.0645 1.0695 1.0732 1.0622 1.0633 1.0599 1.0658 1.0716 1.0705 
0.700 1.0659 1.0771 1.0826 1.0706 1.0699 1.0678 1.0676 1.0684 1.0671 1.0706 
0.800 1.0816 1.0682 1.0745 1.0713 1.0646 1.0661 1.0654 1.0658 1.0718 1.0778 
0.900 1.0751 1.0686 1.0747 1.0722 1.0592 1.0695 1.0737 1.0612 1.0706 1.0776 
1.000 1.0666 1.0763 1.0698 1.0691 1.0705 1.0776 1.0729 1.0684 1.0685 1.0767 
1.100 1.0703 1.0696 1.0652 1.0691 1.0673 1.0766 1.0712 1.0733 1.0759 1.0767 
1.200 1.0703 1.0696 1.0627 1.0691 1.0823 1.0783 1.0712 1.0664 1.0753 1.0767 
1.300 1.0703 1.0708 1.0774 1.0668 1.0735 1.0773 1.0712 1.0664 1.0692 1.0767 
1.400 1.0703 1.0708 1.0774 1.0668 1.0764 1.0745 1.0712 1.0664 1.0692 1.0767 
1.500 1.0703 1.0708 1.0774 1.0668 1.0764 1.0770 1.0712 1.0664 1.0692 1.0767 
Table 5.13: Value of the m utual information after registration for various combinations of the values of parameters {3 and , when mutual information was 
used as the similarity measure in the cost function . The value of mutual information before registration was 0.7634. 
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Figure 5.11: Frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed by the exponential shrinkage operator 
for parameter 9 when mutual information was used as the similarity measure in the cost function. The 
value of parameter r was fixed to 2. 
0.60.70.80.9 1.01 .11,2 1,3 1.41 ,51,6 1,71.8 1,92,0 
parameter s 
(a) 
Figure 5.12: Frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed by the exponential translation opera-
tor: (a) parameter s, and (b) parameter () when mutual information was used as the similarity measure 
in the cost function. The value of parameter d was fixed to 1. 
Deformation operators Frequencies of acceptance Interval 
Exponential growth 0.12 [0.00,0.12) 
Exponential shrinkage 0.15 [0 ,12,0.27) 
Exponential translation 0.23 [0,27,0.50) 
Exponential polynomial 0.50 [0.50,1.00] 
Table 5.14: Look up table of the interval for the probability density function of the deformation 
operators when mutual information was used as the similarity measure in the cost funct ion. 
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Figure 5.13: Frequencies of acceptance of the changes proposed by the exponential parabolic flow 
front operator: (a) parameter a, (b) parameter w, (c) parameter t , and (d) parameter () when mutual 
information was used as the similarity measure in the cost function. The value of parameter b was fixed 
to 1. 
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Value of 9 Frequencies of acceptance Interval 
0.8 0.02 [0.00,0.02) 
0.9 0.02 [0.02,0.04) 
1.0 0.02 [0.04,0.06) 
1.1 0.02 [0.06,0.08) 
1.2 0.07 [0.08,0.15) 
1.3 0.05 [0.15,0.20) 
1.4 0.07 [0.20,0.27) 
1.5 0.07 [0.27,0.34) 
1.6 0.10 [0.34,0.44) 
1.7 0.12 [0.44,0.56) 
1.8 0.12 [0.56,0.68) 
1.9 0.15 [0.68,0.83) 
2.0 0.17 [0.83,1.00] 
Table 5.15: Look up table of the interval for the probability density function of parameter 9 in the 
exponential growth operator when mutual information was used as the similarity measure in the cost 
function. 
Value of q Frequencies of acceptance Interval 
0.8 0.02 [0.00,0.02) 
0.9 0.01 [0.02,0.03) 
1.0 0.02 [0.03,0.05) 
1.1 0.04 [0.05,0.09) 
1.2 0.03 [0.09,0.12) 
1.3 0.06 [0.12,0.18) 
1.4 0.05 [0.18,0.23) 
1.5 0.09 [0.23,0.32) 
1.6 0.11 [0.32,0.43) 
1.7 0.09 [0.43,0.52) 
1.8 0.10 [0.52,0.62) 
1.9 0.13 [0.62,0.75) 
2.0 0.25 [0.75,1.00] 
Table 5.16: Look up table of the interval for the probability density function of parameter 9 in the 
exponential shrinkage operator when mutual information was used as the similarity measure in the cost 
function. 
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Value of oS II Frequencies of acceptance Interval 
0.6 0.01 [0.00,0.01 ) 
0.7 0.02 [0.01,0.(3) 
0.8 0.01 [0.03,0.04 ) 
0.9 0.02 [O.04,0.OG) 
1.0 0.01 [0.06,0.(7) 
1.1 0.05 [0.07,0.12) 
1.2 0.0:3 [0.12,0.10) 
1.3 0.07 [0.15,0.22) 
1.4 0.05 [0.22,0.27) 
1..5 0.11 [0.27,0.38) 
1.6 0.10 [0.38.0.48) 
1.7 0.10 [0.48,0.58) 
1.8 0.12 [0.58,0.70) 
1.9 0.15 [0.70,0.80 ) 
2.0 0.10 [0.85,1.00] 
Table 5.17: Look up tahle of the interval for the prohahility density function of paralllPter oS in the 
exponential t.ranslation operator when mutual information was used as the similarity measure in the 
cost function. 
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I Value of () in degree FrequcllcieH of acccptance Interval 
[0,11\) O.DG [D.OO.O.OG) 
[11\,:lG) O.()!I [O.OG,O.lO) 
[:~(j,')/1 ) 0.0') [O.JO,O.15) 
[')/1,72) 0.0') [O.IG,0.20) 
[72,DO) 0.05 [0.20,0.25) 
[DO,1(8) 0.07 [D.25,CU2) 
[101\,120) O.O!I [0.:l2,0.:~0) 
--
[12G,14 /1) O.(H [O.:3G,(J.;JO) 
[1/1/1,I(2) 0.04 [0.4D,O.4 11) 
[lli2,lilO) 0.05 [O.1!J ,0.49) 
[ 180, I ~)1\) 0.07 [0.49,0.5G) 
[191\,2Hi) 0.0') [O.5G,0.Gl) 
[2IG,2:1/1) 0.0:.1 [O.Gl,O.(H) 
[2:YI,2G2) O.O/j [0.G/I,0.(8) 
[2G2,270) 0.07 [O.G1\,O.7,'j) 
[270,2il8) 0.(/) [0.75,0.7D) 
[288,:lOG) 0.05 [0.79,0.il /)) 
[:30G,:121 ) 0.D5 [0.84,O.8D) 
[:32!J ,:312) 0.0:3 [0.89,0.D2) 
[:3!J2,:3GO] 0.08 [0.92,1.00] 
Table 5.18: Look up tahle of the int(~rval liJr the prohability density function of pamlllC{(~r () in til(' 
exponent.ial trallHlatioll operator when llJutual illforInation waH UH(-,d as t.he similmity IlH'HSUJ'(' ill the 
COHt functioll. 
Valuc of IL FreqnencieH of acceptance [nterva.l 
1 OAB [0.OO,0.!J8) 
2 0.:32 [OA8,0.80) 
:3 0.20 [0.80,1.00] 
Table 5.19: Look up table of the intervalliJl' the probability c1ellHity function of paramcter I/, in the 
exponcntial parabolic flow front operator whcn mutual inii)!,ll1ation WILS used Il.~ the silllilarity JIIPHHnl'C 
in thp COHt fUllctioll. 
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Value of 'W Probability Interval 
-1 0.55 [0.00,0.55 ) 
+1 0.45 [0.55,1.00] 
Table 5.20: Look lip table o[ the interval [or the probability density function o[ paramcter w in the 
exponential parabolic flow front operator when mllt.llal information was used as the similarity mea.~\ll'C 
in t.he cost funct.ion. 
Value of t. II Frequencies o[ acceptance Interval l 
0.6 0.03 [O.OO,O.O~~) 
0.7 0.0.5 [0.03,0.08) 
O.S 0.06 [0.OS,0.14) 
0.0 0.05 [0.14.0. HJ) 
1.0 0.05 [0.19,0.21) 
1.1 0.05 [0.24,0.20) 
1.2 0.07 [0.29,0.36) 
1.3 0.07 [0.36,0.4:3) 
1.4 0.08 [0.43,0.51 ) 
1.5 0.09 [0.51,0.(0) 
1.6 0.07 [0.60.0.(7) 
1.7 0.07 [0.67,0.7!J) 
1.8 0.09 [0. 74,0.S~~) 
1.9 0.07 [0.S:3,0.90) 
2.0 0.10 [0.00,1.00] 
Table 5.21: Look up table of the interval for the probability density fllnction of parameter t in the 
exponeut.ial parabolic flow front operator wheu mutual information was used as the similarity measure 
in the cost. funct.ion. 
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I Vaitw of () ill degrC'e Frequcllcies of accC'ptance Interval 
[O,Hl) O.OS [O.OO,O.OS) 
[11l,:lG) O.OS [O.OS,O.IO) 
[:3G,S4) 0.(/) [0.10,0.1 /1) 
[S /1,72) (LOS [0.14,0.19) 
[72,DO) O.O!) [0.ID,O.2 /)) 
[DO, lOS) O.OG [O.2!),O.:l(1) 
[101l,)2G) O.OS [O.:30,0.:3!)) 
[12G,141) O.O!) [0.:35,O.:ID) 
[144,1(2) O.O!) [0.:3D,O.44) 
[](j2, ISO) O.()(i [DAII,O.SO) 
[180,198) O.OG [O.SO,O.SG) 
[ID8,21G) O.O!) [O.!'jG,O.GI) 
[21G,2:l/j) O.O!) [O.GI,O.G(j) 
[2:3 /1,252) O.OG [O.(j(j,0.72) 
[2S2,270) O.O!) [0.72,0.77) 
[270,288) 0.05 [0.77,0.82) 
[21l1l,:WG) 0.04 [O.1l2,O.8G) 
[:lOG,:324 ) O.O/j [0.8G,0.90) 
[:324,:342) O.O!) [O.DO,O.9S) 
[:342,:lGOj O.OS [O.D5,I.OOj 
Table 5.22: Look up tablc of the intmval for the probability density [ullction of parallleter () in the 
exponential parabolic flow front operator when mutual informatioll was used as the silIlilarity IlIP<lSllre 
in the cost fUllction. 
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5.5 Results 
5.5.1 Result of the registration with the correlation coefficient as the 
similarity measure in the cost function 
Here we 1lse the parameter settings of section 5.4.2 to register the landslide images 2.5 
times with a different seed each time for the random number generator. Figure 5.14 
shows how the various components of the cost fnnction change from one iteration step 
to the next, for one of the runs (for seed number one) and figure 5.15 shows the satne 
graphs averaged over all 25 runs. On average, the value of the mutual information of 
the two images after registration was increased by 20.79 ± 0.88% from its initial valnc. 
tvleanwhile, the value of the cost function at the end was rednced by abont 84.0:~±().54% 
from its original value. 
An example result for seed munber one of the registration process is shown in figure 
5.16. In order to see how similar the registered image becomes with the reference 
image, we take the absolute difference of these images before and after registration is 
performed. We scale these difference images to have values in the range [0,255] by 
using the minimum and maximum values of the pixels ill both of them, so the grey 
values we use for display have the same meaning in both images. How the similarity 
between the two original images has improved can be jndged by observing the increased 
number of dark pixels in the difference image after registration, shown in figure 5.16(c) 
ill comparison with the difference image before registration shown in figure 5.16(b). 
Distributions of the pixels of the difference image before and after registration, without 
any scaling are shown in figure 5.17. From these histograms, we can see that after the 
process of registration, most of the pixels have difference values less than 20. The value 
of the sum of the absolute differences over all pixels before and after registration was 
redilced by 53.60% in this example. 
The amount of the terrain displacernent may be assessed by looking at the histogram of 
the vaines of the size of the total shift of each pixel as shown in figure 5.18(a), for seed 
number one. From this histogram, we can see that most of the pixels did not have high 
values of movement. In order to identify the locations in the image which underwent 
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Figure 5.14: Cost function and its components based on tlw correlatioll fUllctiou. (a) Cost function. 
U. (b) Dissimilarity measure, Ut . (c) Pixel grid distortions. (h. (eI) NOll-overlappillg area, l!:j. (S<'r,d 
]]u])]I)('1' OIJ('.) 
the lllost significant shifts, we threshold this histogram to keep the 2% lllost significant 
shifts allel plot the displacement vectors with their directions i1.'-; shown in figure .5.1~(b). 
The c:orrespollciing fignres for the remailling 24 nUlS are shown ill Appendix A.I. vVc 
also plot the histogram of the average displacement vectors, computed over all 2.5 nUlS, 
in figure 0.19. For each pixel, we take 25 shift vectors and their COlIlponellts along the 
two axes: (scAJi,,j)'''yl,Ji,.J)), where 8:clc(-i,,j) and,';yIJi,j) are the shifts along:r and y 
axis of pixel ('i, j) in the kill nUl, respectively. Therefore, the average of the shift vector 
in the :1: and y direction for each pixel is calculated as follows: 
1 25 
,'3y(i,,j) = 24 L 8ylJi, j) 
k=l 
( 5.17) 
(5.18) 
We plot these vectors, for the 2% most significant shifts as shown in figme 5.20 III 
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Figure 5.15: Average of the cost function and it~ components over 2.5 nms with different. seeds for t.he 
randoJll Ilulllbcr generator based on the correlation function. (a) Cost function, U. (b) Di~~illlilarity 
JIlea.~ure, U1 • (e) Pixel grid distortions, U2 • (d) Non~overlapping area, U:3. 
blue colour. In order to see the dispersion of the shift vectors from their average 
values, we calculate the standard deviation of the average shifts for each pixel over 
all 25 runs. We plot the 2% most significant vectors, identified from the value of 
j 8
1
;('i,j)'2 + .'iy(i"j)'2, minus their corresponding standard deviation and plus their cor-
responding standard deviation. The standard deviations are computed using (J:t: (i, j) = 
j}J '£f.:~1(8:"k(i"j) - ,s:eCi,j))'2 and (Jy('i,j) = )214 '£f.:~1(8lJd'i,j) - 'S.lJ('i,j)),2. So the 
red colour in figure 5.20 shows vectors (8:1:( i, j) - (J1;('i,j), liy (i. j) - (J!J (i, j)) and the ma-
genta colour in figure 5.20 shows vectors (s:e Ci, j) + (J.T (1., j), .9.'1 (i. j) + (J.Ji,j)). How little 
the arrows change is an indication of the consensus between the different nms. Figure 
5.21 shows the 2% most significant shifts of the histograms of (J;r('i, j), (Jy( i, j) and of the 
angles formed by vectors (sx(i,j), ,'1yU,j)) and (,s:r(i,j) - (J;c(i,.j), Sy(i,j) - (Jy('i,j)). as 
well as (8x(i,j),8y(i.j)) and (Sx(i,j) +(J;r(i.j),sy('i,j) +(Jy(i,j)), in degrees, computed 
nsing the formula: 
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(a) (b) 
x 
(c) (d) 
(e) 
F igure 5.1 6: R.csults bascd on t he col'l'claLion [·llli ct ion. (<1) [II Jagc el ated 22 /4/ 1998. (il) fn l(1gc dal( 'd 
27/ 5/ 199!). (c) Ilcgistc rrci image. (eI ) Dirrcrencc ilnage bcforc regist rati ol1. (e) DirrcrCll ce ill1agc artcr 
regist rat iol1. (Secd 1111111bcr on .) 
A · B 
cos e = IAIIBI (5 .Hl) 
where e is the angle between vectors A and Band it is defined in the range [00 , 180°] . 
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Figure 5.17: Results based on the correlation function . (a) Histogram of the absolute difference of 
the image before registration. (b) HistogTam of the absolute difference of the image after registration. 
(Seed number one.) 
Figure 5.21 also shows the magnitude difference between vectors (Sx(i , j) , sy(i,j)) and 
(sx(i,j) - (Jx(i,j), sy(i,j)-(Jy(i,j)), and vectors (sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) and (sx(i,j)+(Jx(i,j) , 
sy(i,j) + (Jy(i,j)) . The peaks of these histograms towards low values give an indication 
of the consistency of the results between the different runs. 
Another way to look for consensus between the different runs is to assign to each pixel 
a number indicating the total number of significant shifts in its 15 x 15 neighbourhood. 
To avoid the border effects, we normalise this number by the total number of pixels 
inside the local window considered around it. For example, the pixel at the top left 
corner of the image, which can only have a local window consisting of 8 x 8 pixels, is 
given a value equal to the number of significant shifts found inside this window divided 
by 64. Pixels away from the borders get values equal to the number of shifts inside 
their local windows divided by 225. To create the consensus shift map we sum up all 
such values produced for a pixel from all 25 runs. The values of the consensus shift 
map are scaled in the range [0, 255] for visualisation purposes. This map is shown in 
figure 5.22 as a grey image and as a landscape. The location where landslides have 
been recorded are shown in the same figure as rectangles. 
The above method may be modified as follows: to avoid the use of a threshold in the 
size of each shift, we sum up all shifts inside the local window around each pixel, instead 
of counting significant shift only. Then we sum up all total shift maps from the 25 runs 
and scale the result to the range [0, 255]. This consensus total shift map is shown in 
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figure 5.23. 
In order to see whether the stopping criterion we used affected the result produced, we 
repeated all 25 runs with the same seeds but now stopping them only when the cost 
function changed by no more than 0.5% in the last 100,000 attempted updates, (instead 
of 1%) . The average change in mutual information now was 21.38 ± 1.01% (instead of 
20.79±0.88%) and the average decrease in the cost function was 84.65±0.52% (instead 
of 84.03 ± 0.54%) . Figure 5.24 shows the histogram of the average shift vectors in this 
case. Figure 5.25 shows the 2% most significant average vectors. From these results , 
we can see that the reduction of the stopping criterion to 0.5% does not give a lot 
of difference in the location of the most significant shifts. Figure 5.26(a) shows the 
histogram of the relative angle formed by the average shift vector of each pixel in the 
experiment with cost function threshold 1 % with the average shift vector of the same 
pixel obtained in the experiment with cost function threshold 0.5%. These angles are 
measured in degrees in the range [00 , 1800 ] and computed using formula (5.19). We 
can see that these angles have insignificant values. The amount of difference of the 
shift size for these two different stopping criteria is shown in figure 5.26(b). Figure 5.27 
plots in two colours the two sets of significant shifts identified so their similarity may 
be appreciated. Table 5.23 gives the statistics of both experiments. 
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Figure 5.18: Results based on the correlation function. (a) Histogram of the size of total shift of 
each pixel during the registration process. (b) Vectors of the 2% most significant shifts. (Seed number 
one.) 
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2.5 
Figure 5.19: Histogram of the size of total average shift of each pixel in all 25 runs during the 
registration process based on the correlation function . 
x 
(a) 
Figure 5.20: Results based on the correlation function. The 2% most significant shifts, 
(sx(i, j) , sy(i, j)) (in blue colour); t he 2% most significant shifts minus their standard deviations, 
(sx(i, j) - O'x(i, j) , sy(i, j) - O'y(i, j)) (in red colour) and the 2% most significant shifts plus their standard 
deviations, (sx(i,j) + O'x(i , j), sy(i,j) + O'y(i,j)) (in magenta colour). 
Stopping Number Successful Percentage Final Duration, 
threshold of tries tries of success, (%) mutual information (s) 
1.0% 948,000 17,025 1.7657 0.9221 728 
0.5% 1,408,000 19,515 1.3724 0.9267 835 
Table 5.23: Results of the registration with the correlation coefficient as t he similarity measure with 
two different threshold values of the stopping criterion. (Values are averages over 25 runs.) 
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Figure 5.21: Consistency of results for the 2% most significant shifts over the 25 runs when the simi-
larity measure in the cost function is based on the correlation function. (a) Histogram of the standard 
deviation in x. (b) Histogram of the standard deviation in y. (c) Histogram of the angle between 
vectors (sx(i, j) , sy(i , j» and (sx(i, j) - O'x(i,j) , sy(i , j) - O'y(i,j». (d) Histogram of the angle between 
vectors (sx(i,j) , sy(i , j» and (sx(i,j) + O'x(i , j) , sy(i , j) + O'y(i , j». (e) Histogram of the magnitude 
difference between vectors (sx(i,j),sy(i,j» and (sx(i,j) -O'x(i,j),sy(i , j) - O'y(i,j» . (f) Histogram of 
the magnitude difference between vectors (sx(i,j), sy(i , j» and (sx(i , j) + O'x(i , j), sy(i , j) + O'y(i , j». 
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Figure 5.22: Results from 25 runs based on t he correlation function. Average number of significant 
shifts in the vicinity of each scaled in the range [0, 255]. The boxes indicate the locations of recorded 
landslides. The map is displayed as a grey image in (a) and as a landscape in (b). 
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Figure 5.23: Results from 25 runs based on the correlat ion function. The average total shift in 
the vicinity of each pixel scaled in the range [0, 255]. The boxes indicate the locations of recorded 
landslides. The map is displayed as a grey image in (a) and as a landscape in (b). 
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2.5 
Figure 5.24: Histogram of the size of total average shift of each pixel in all 25 runs when the similarity 
measure in the cost function is based on the correlation function and when the threshold of the cost 
function used in the stopping criterion was reduced to 0.5%. 
x 
(a) 
Figure 5.25: Results based on the correlation function. The 2% most significant shifts, 
(Sx(i,j), sy(i, j)) (in blue colour); the 2% most significant shifts minus their standard deviations, 
(sx(i,j) - 17x(i,j), sy(i,j) - 17y(i, j)) (in red colour) and the 2% most significant shifts plus their stan-
dard deviations, (sx(i, j) + 17x(i, j) , sy(i, j) + 17y(i , j)) (in magenta colour), when the threshold of the 
cost function used in the stopping criterion was reduced to 0.5%. 
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Figure 5.26: Results based on the correlation function. (a) Histogram of the angle between vectors 
(sx(i,j),sy(i,j)) when the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was 1% and 
vectors (sx(i, j), sy(i, j)) when the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was 
reduced to 0.5%. (b) Histogram of the magnitude difference between vectors (sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) when 
the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was 1% and vectors (sx(i,j),sy(i,j)) 
when the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was reduced to 0.5%. 
Figure 5.27: 
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Results based on the correlation function. The 2% most significant shifts: 
(Sx (i, j), Sy (i , j)) when the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was 1 % and 
(sx(i,j),sy(i,j)) when the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was reduced 
to 0.5%. Although different colours are used for the two sets of results, it is not possible to see them, 
because at the level of resolution of the plotter, the two sets of arrows coincide. 
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5.5.2 Result of the registration with mutual information as the simi-
larity measure in the cost function 
In this section, we use the parameter settings of section 5.4.3 to register the landslide 
images as we did in section 5.5.1, but now our cost function is based on the mutual 
information instead of the correlation function. Figure 5.28 shows how the various 
components of the cost function change from one iteration step to the next, for one 
of the runs (for seed number one) and figure 5.29 shows the same graphs averaged 
over all 25 runs. On average, the value of the mutual information of the two images 
after registration was increased by 58.86 ± 0.86% from its initial value. Meanwhile, 
the value of the cost function at the end was reduced by about 38.09 ± 0.55% from 
its original value. An example result· for seed number one of the registration process 
is shown in figure 5.30. The figure also shows the difference image before registration 
and the difference image after registration. Distribution of the pixels of the difference 
image before and after the process of registration is shown in figure 5.31. For this 
example, the value of the sum of the absolute differences over all pixels before and 
after registration was increased by 23.22%. This should not be surprising. Maximising 
the mutual information between two grey images does not mean that we try to match 
pixels with the same grey value as we do when we maximise the correlation between the 
same images. So, in this case taking the absolute difference between the images before 
and after registration is not even a relevant way to assess the quality of registration. 
Figure 5.32(a) shows the histogram of the values of the size of the total shift of each 
pixel, for seed number one. From this histogram, we can see that most of the pix-
els did not have high values of movement. In order to identify the locations in the 
image which underwent the most significant shifts, we threshold this histogram to 
keep the 2% most significant shifts and plot the displacement vectors with their di-
rections as shown in figure 5.32(b). The corresponding figures for the remaining 24 
runs are shown in Appendix A.2. Figure 5.33 shows the histogram of the average 
shift vectors. We plot the average of shift vectors, (sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) with the 2% 
most significant shifts, over all 25 runs as shown in figure 5.34 in blue colour. Mean-
while, the 2% most significant vectors minus their corresponding standard deviation, 
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Figure 5.28: Cost fUllctioll and its components based on lllutual information. (a) Cost function, 
U. (b) Dissimilarity llleas1ll'E'. U1 • (c) Pixel grid distortions, (h. (d) Non-overlapping area, (h. (Sped 
111l1ullPr one.) 
(8:Ji,j) - CTAi,)), .'fyCi,j) - CTy('i,j)) and the 2% most significant vectors plu::; their cor-
responding standard deviation, (,'f:rCi, j) + CT xU, j), ,'fy (i,)) + CT!J (i"J)) arc shown in figure 
5.34 in red and magenta colour, respectively. Figure 5.35 shows the 2% most signif-
icant shifts of the hif3tograms of CTx(i,j), CTy(i,)) amI of the angles formed by vectors 
(,'i.cU.,j). ,'iy(i,j)) and (,'f:r(i,)) - CT1,(i,j), ,5y(i,j) - CTyU,j)), as well as (8:r (i..)),8!J(i,))) 
anel (,'f,cCi,j) + CT:Ji,j), i~!J(i,)) + CTy(i,j)), in degrees. Figure 5.:35 also f:ihows the mag-
nitude difference between vectors (8x('i,j),,'f!J(i,j)) and (8'l:(i,')) - CT,c(i"j) , ,'fy(i,j) -
CT!J(i.j)), and vectors (,51,(i,j),8!J(i,j)) and (s.T(i,j) + CT:c(i,j), Sy('i.j) + CTy(i.j)). As 
ill the case of correlation, the peaks of these hif:itograms towards low valuef:i give an 
indication of the consistency of the results between the different runs. 
Figure 5.36 shows the consensus shift map between 25 runs indicating the total number 
of significant shifts in its 15 x 15 neighbourhood scaled in the range [0, 25.5] as a grey 
image and as a landscape. Figure 5.37 shows the consensus shift map between 25 runs 
for all total shifts inside the local window around each pixel scaled in the range [0, 255]. 
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Figure 5.29 : A verage of" lhe cosl f"ull clioll alld i l s cOlllponenL. · based on nlulual illfol"lll<tl ioll. (a) Cosl 
fUll ct ion, V. (b) Dissi lllilarily ITI aSlI re, VI. (c) Pixel grid distortiolls, V2. (d) NOli-overl app ing area, 
UJ. 
In order to see whether the stopping cri terion we used affected the resul t produced , we 
repeated all 25 run.' with the same seeds but now stopping them only when the cos t 
function chauged not more than 0.5% in the last 100,000 attempted upd ates , instead 
of 1%. The average change in mutual information now was 60.77 ± 0.93% (instead of 
58.86 ± 0.86%) anel the average decrease in the cost function was 39.36 ± 0.61% (instead 
of 38.09 ± 0.55%). F igure 5.38 shows the histogram of the average shift vectors. Figure 
5.39 shows the 2% most significant average vectors. From these res ults, we can se that 
the reduction of the stopping criteri on to 0.5% does not make a lot of difference in the 
location of the most significant shifts. The histogram of the relative angle formed by 
the average shift vector of each pixel in the experiment with cost fun ction th reshold 1 Yc) 
with the average shift vector of the same pixel obtained in the experiment with cost 
function threshold 0.5% is shown in figure 5.40(a). The amount of difference of the shift 
size for these two difference stopping criteria is shown in figure 5.40(b) . We can see that 
these angles and shift size have insignifi cant values. Figure 5.41 plots in two colours 
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Figure 5.30: Results based on mutual information. (a) Image dated 22/4/1998. (b) Image dated 
27/5/1999. (c) Registered image. (d) Difference image before registration. (e) Difference image after 
regi£tration. (Seed number one.) 
the two sets of significant shifts identified so their similarity may be appreciated. Table 
5.24 gives the statistics of both experiments. 
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Figure 5.31: Results based on mutual information. (a) Histogram of the absolute difference of the 
image before registration. (b) Histogram of the absolute difference of the image after registration. 
(Seed number one.) 
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Figure 5.32: Results based on mutual information. (a) Histogram of the size of total shift of each 
pixel during the registration process. (b) Vectors of the 2% most significant shifts. (Seed number one.) 
Figure 5.33: Histogram of the size of total average shift of each pixel in all 25 runs during the 
registration process based on mutual information. 
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Stopping Number Successful Percentage Final Duration, (s) 
threshold of tries tries of success, (%) mutual information 
1.0% 552,000 11,192 2.0127 1.2127 1580 
0.5% 900,000 13,040 1.4320 1.2274 1841 
Table 5.24: Results of the registration with mutual information as the similarity measure wi th two 
different threshold values of the stopping criterion. (Values are averages over 25 runs.) 
x 
(a) 
Figure 5.34: Results based on mutual information. The 2% most significant shifts, (sx(i,j),sy(i,j)) 
(in blue colour); the 2% most significant shifts minus their standard deviations , (sx(i,j)-
u x( i, j) , Sy (i, j) - u y (i, j)) (in red colour) and the 2% most significant shifts plus their standard devia-
tions, (sx(i, j) + ux(i, j), sy(i, j) + uy(i , j)) (in magenta colour). 
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Figure 5.35: Consistency of results for the 2% most significant shifts over the 25 runs when the 
similarity measure of the cost function is based on mutual information. (a) Histogram of the standard 
deviation in x . (b) Histogram of the standard deviat ion in y. (c) Histogram of the angle between 
vectors (sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) and (sx(i , j) - O'x(i , j),sy(i,j) - O'y(i , j)) . (d) Histogram of the angle between 
vectors (sx(i,j) , sy(i,j)) and (sx(i , j) + O'x(i , j), sy(i,j) + O'y(i , j)). (e) Histogram of the magnitude 
difference between vectors (sx(i , j) ,sy(i, j)) and (sx(i,j) -O'x(i,j),sy(i,j) - O'y(i,j)) . (f) Histogram of 
the magnitude difference between vectors (sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) and (sx(i,j) + O'x(i , j) , sy(i,j) + O'y(i , j)). 
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Figure 5.36: Results from 25 runs based on mutual information. Average number of significant shifts 
in the vicinity of each pixel scaled in the range [0,255]. The boxes indicate the locations of recorded 
landslides. The map is displayed as a grey image in (a) and as a landscape in (b). 
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Figure 5.37: Results from 25 runs based on mutual information. The average total shift in the 
vicinity of each pixel scaled in the range [0,255]. The boxes indicate the locations of recorded landslides. 
The map is displayed as a grey image in (a) and as a landscape in (b). 
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Figure 5.38: Histogram of the size of total average shift of each pixel in all 25 runs when the similarity 
measure of the cost function is based on mutual information and when the threshold of the cost function 
used in the stopping criterion was reduced to 0.5%. 
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Figure 5.39: Results based on mutual information. The 2% most significant shifts, (sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) 
(in blue colour); the 2% most significant shifts minus their standard deviations, (sx(i,j) -
0" x (i, j), Sy (i, j) - O"y (i, j)) (in red colour) and the 2% most significant shifts plus their standard devia-
tions, (sx(i, j) + O"x (i, j), sy(i, j) + O"y(i, j)) (in magenta colour), when the threshold of the cost function 
used in the stopping criterion was reduced to 0.5%. 
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Figure 5.40: Results based on mutual information. (a) Histogram of the angle between vectors 
(sx(i,j),sy(i,j» when the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was 1% and 
vectors (sx(i,j), sy(i , j» when the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was 
reduced to 0.5%. (b) Histogram of the magnitude difference between vectors (sx(i , j), Sy (i , j» when 
the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was 1% and vectors (sx (i, j), Sy( i, j» 
when the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was reduced to 0.5%. 
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Figure 5.41: Results based on mutual information. The 2% most significant shifts: (sx(i, j),sy(i , j» 
when the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was 1% and (sx(i,j),sy(i,j» 
when the threshold of the cost function used in the stopping criterion was reduced to 0.5%. Although 
different colours are used for the two sets of results, it is not possible to see them, because at the level 
of resolution of the plotter, the two sets of arrows coincide. 
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5.6 Discussion and Conclusions 
We presented here a method of image registration to detect and quantify small size of 
landslide movement which takes into account the local deformation of the image. Our 
method was designed to imitate the way land locally deforms during a landslide. This 
method was developed in two versions. One version using the correlation coefficient as 
a similarity measure of the grey level values between two images and the other version 
using mutual information for the same purpose. 
In both versions, we can see that the exponential parabolic flow front operator 
gave the highest percentage of acceptance during the exploratory runs. This 
is because this operator imitates best what happens during a landslide. 
Statistics of the runs of the two versions of our method are shown in table 5.25. We 
can see that the mutual information-based method converges more slowly than the 
correlation function-based one. Naturally, it produces a higher increase in the mutual 
information than the correlation function-based method does. However, the real test 
is the quality of the results. This may be assessed in two ways: either in terms of 
consistency and repeatability of the results, or in comparison with ground information, 
if that is available. 
Table 5.26 shows in summary the statistics of the results for the 2% most significant 
shifts for both cases, when the similarity measure of the cost function is based on the 
correlation function and when it is based on the mutual information. From this ta-
ble, we can see that although the correlation function-based method frequently gives 
smaller values of O"y, nevertheless the statistics show that the mutual information-
based method gives more frequently small amounts of difference either between vectors 
(sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) and (sx(i,j)-O"x(i,j), sy(i,j)-O"y(i,j)) or between vectors (sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) 
and (sx(i, j) + O"x( i, j), sy(i, j) + O"y(i, j)) compared with the correlation function-based 
method. The mutual information-based method also gives a narrower range of these 
values. This means that the mutual information-based method produces more 
self consistent results. Figure 5.42 shows the 2% most significant shifts for average 
vectors, (sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) for registration based on the correlation function and also 
based on the mutual information. From this figure, we can see that the 2% most sig-
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nificant shifts are less localised when we use the correlation function than 
when we use the mutual information. 
The second way to compare the two approaches is to check how close to reported 
la.lldslides the identified regions of significant shifts are located. As the process of 
assessing the significance of the local shift produces noisy results (see figures 5.22(b), 
G.23(b), G.;{6(h) and 5.;)7(b)), before we identify the maximum of such shifts, we smooth 
the data llsing a Gallssian window, q(:r, y) defined by: 
(G.20) 
where (J is the standard deviation. The size of the window is chosen so that when 
the Gaussian is truncated the discontinuity is insignificant. We chose (J = 3 and the 
window was IG x 15 in size. To avoid boundary effects the image was reflected a.bout 
its borders in all directions. Figures ,).4~{( a) and 5.43(b) are the smoothed versions 
of figures 5.22(h) and 5.36(b), respectively, while figures 5.44( a) and 5.44(b) are the 
smoothed version of figures 5.23(b) and 5.37(b), respectively. Figures 5.4,) and 5.46 
show all peaks in these landscapes numbered in order of significance. To assess the 
quality of the result, we find the distance between the centres of the recorded landslide 
areas from the nearest identified peaks in these shift maps. The results are shown 
in tables 5.27 and 5.28, respectively. From these tables, we can see that the mutual 
information-based method not only indicates that the significant total shifts 
are nearer to the marked locations of the landslides (srnaller distances), but 
also that these are the strongest peaks (higher order peaks, e.g. 3 instead 
of 6) in the shift maps. 
In view of that, we conclude that the cost function based on mutual information 
in conjunction with the average significant local shift is the most reliable 
approach of all approaches investigated here. We use this method, therefore, for 
three further pairs of sub-images of the landslide events in Caramanico. They are taken 
from tl18 1995-1996 landslide events as shown in figures 3.16 ( a) and (b), the 1996-1997 
landslide events as shown in figures 3.17(a) and (b), and the 1997-1998 landslide events 
as shown in figures 3.18(a) and (b). 
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Our algorithm may be used as a black box, i.e. a trained system with fixed parameter 
setting. Altcl'llatively, it lllay be thought of as a system to be traiued to leal'll the best 
parameter values for a given pair of images. The percentage of the snccessfnl trials of 
the various operators nscd ill the adapted setting of parameters dnrillg the exploratory 
runs, for every event, arc slllllllJarised in table G.29. Again. the exponential parabolic 
How front deformation operator was identified as the operator that most often produced 
a deformation that reduced the cost fnnction. 
Figlll'CS G.47, 5.49 and G.G1 show the average of shift vcctors, (.'iJi,j) .. 'iy(i,j)) with 
the 2% lllost significallt shifts over all 2G rnus, the 2% lllost signific:allt vectors lllinus 
their corresponding stalldard eleviaticlll, (.'iAi,j) - rT:1,(i,j), .'iy('i.j) - rTIJU.j)) anel the 
2% most significant vectors pins their corrcspollding stalldard deviatioll, (.'iA'l, j) + 
rT:Ji,j), .'iy('i,j) + rTy(i,))) for both fixed and adapted parameter S(~ttillgs of the 199G-
1996, 199G-1997 and 1997-1998 landslide events, respectively. 
The resnlts for all identified peaks frolll the sigllificallt shifts both with fixed awl 
adapted parameter settings are shown in figures G.48, G.50 and 5.52, respectively. The 
nearest locations of the identified peaks froIl! the reported landslide areas, marked by 
rectangles in every case, are showll in tables G.:30, S.:~:~ and 5.:3G, respectively. Tables 
5.:n-G.:~2, G.:34-S.:3G, 5.37-5.38 give the performance of each nm ill terms of consistcncy 
of the results produced for the 1995-1996, 199G-1997 and 1997-1998 landslicle ev(mts, 
respectively. We lllay sec that the consistency of the results between fixecl parameters 
and adaptation of the parameters is quite similar. From these results we conclude 
that the fixed parameters produced sufficiently good results for one not do 
bother with the adaptation of the parameters. 
None of the methods. however, identified the points of highest movement exactly with 
the reported locations of the reported landslides. Upon inquiring the suppliers of the 
data, we were told that this was not surprising. The data concern mountainous areas 
with few reference points used to register the large images that covered the area. They 
expected that the large scale registration they performed was not very accurate, anel it 
could easily involve local misregistration of several pixels. Because of this information 
and because of the consistency of the results obtained by the mutual information based 
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method, we tend to conclude that the true locations of the landslides are where 
we detected them, rather than where they were reported. 
The range of values of movement within the boxes, indicating the locations of the re-
ported landslides, and around the identified corresponding locations were calculated 
and compared with the reported values. In some cases, the size of the reported move-
ment was not given numerically. Only linguistic terms were used. (See section 3.1.2.) 
Therefore, the size of movement in these areas was inferred by referring to the mean-
ing of the terms that were used in the other cases. Terms like "mudslide movement" , 
"shallowearthflow" or "slow debris flow" were used in cases A, C, F, G, H and K. Only 
in case A the movement was given as being of at least 10m. So, we assumed that the 
movement in cases C, F, G, Hand K was also of the same order of magnitude. Cases 
B, I and J are rotational slides. For case B the size of the movement was given to 
be about 80m to a few hundred meters. We assumed that the size of the movement 
in cases I and J was of the same order of magnitude. The results are summarised in 
table 5.39 for the 1998-1999 events and table 5.40 for the 1995-1996, 1996-1997 and 
1997-1998 events. Overall, the amount of movements around the identified landslide 
locations is in general agreement with the amount of reported movement. Only in three 
cases where the movement was reported to be of a few hundred meters the results are 
not consistent. From these results, we conclude that our algorithm can be used 
to detect and quantify landslide movements with the value of few tens of 
meters. 
From the results of the identified peaks, we can see that there were other change areas 
detected. This produced false alarms. Therefore, we calculated the false alarm rate by 
dividing the number of false alarms with the number of alarms. The results are shown 
in table 5.41 for the 1998-1999 events based on the significant shifts, table 5.42 for the 
1998-1999 events based on the average shifts and table 5.43 for the 1995-1998 events. 
In overall, the identified peaks produced an average value of 0.58 false alarm 
rate. 
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Figure 5.42: The 2% most significant shifts: vectors (sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) based on the correlation coef-
ficient (in magenta colour) and vectors (sx(i,j), sy(i,j)) based on mutual information (in blue colour). 
Similarity measure 
Evaluation 
Correlation coefficient Mutual information 
N umber of proposed changes 948,000 552,000 
N umber of accepted changes 17,025 11 ,192 
Percentage of success, (%) 1. 7657 2.0127 
Final value of mutual information 0.9221 1.2127 
(original value = 0.7634 ) 
Percentage of increasing the 20.79 58.86 
value of mutual information, (%) 
Final value of correlation coefficient 0.9780 0.7951 
(original value = 0.8144 ) 
Percentage of increasing the 20.09 
-2.3635 
value of correlation coefficient, (%) 
Percentage of reduction 84.03 38.09 
value of the cost function, (%) 
Duration, (s) 728 1580 
Maximum amount of shift 3.0295 1.7761 
Minimum amount of shift 0.0074 0.0065 
Average amount of shift 0.4945 0.4141 
Table 5.25: Results of the registration with the correlation coefficient and mutual information as the 
similarity measure in the cost function. (Values are averages over 25 runs.) 
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Similarity measure 
Evaluation Correlation coefficient Mutual information 
Mode of ax (5x) 0.5500 0.5500 
Mode of ay (5y) 0.4500 0.5500 
Mode of 8(5, 5 - a) 15 5 
Mode of 8(5, 5 + a) 15 15 
Mode of shift (5,5- a) 0.5500 0.4500 
Mode of shift (5,5+ a) 0.8500 0.6000 
[a Xmin' a X m ax ] [0.2839 , 1.3371] [0.3477, 1.0532] 
Range of ax (axmax - aXmin ) 1.0532 0.7055 
[UYm ir1.' u yfTta x ] [0.2227, 1.5034] [0.3564, 1.1907] 
Range of ay (aymax - aymin) 1.2807 0.8342 
[8 (5,5- a)min , 8(5, 5 - a)max ] [0.2416, 166.96] [1.055 , 167.26] 
Range of 8 (8(5,5- a )max - 8(5, 5 - a)min ) 166.72 166.21 
[8(5,5+ a)min, 8(5, 5 + a )max] [0 .8879, 164.74] [0.2905, 159.38] 
Range of 8 (8(5, 5+ a)max - 8(5, 5 + a)min) 163.85 159.09 
[shift (5 ,5 - a)min, shift (5,5 -a)max] [0.0237, 1.6778] [0.0165 , 1.4136] 
Range of shift (shift(5, 5 - a )max- shift (5, 5 - a)min) 1.6540 1.3970 
[shift (5,5+ a)min, shift (5, 5+ a)max] [0.0536 , 1.3024] [0.0116, 1.2782] 
Range of shift (shift(5, 5 + a )max-shift(5, 5 + a)min ) 1.2488 1.2666 
Table 5.26: Results of the registration for the 2% most significant shifts with the correlation coefficient 
and mutual information as the similarity measure in the cost function. (Values are averages over 25 
runs.) 
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Figure 5.43: The smoothed significant shifts taken from the results of 25 runs. (a) Results when the 
correlation coefficient is used as the similarity measure in the cost function. (b) Results when mutual 
information is used as the similarity measure in the cost function. 
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Figure 5.44: The smoothed average shifts taken from the results of 25 runs. (a) Results when the 
correlation coefficient is used as the similarity measure in the cost function. (b) Results when mutual 
information is used as the similarity measure in the cost function. 
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F igure 5.4G: /\11 iclc' II Liri ed pea ks ['1'0111 Lh e averagc' Lot.al shills ill 25 rUIlS, (a) i1 esul Ls whl' ll I hl' 
cor relal iOll codli ci nt is used as Lhe similarity lll ea.S lll'l' ill th cost ['ull ct ion, (b) Hesull s \\'hell ll1utuell 
ill['Ol'lll at.i oll is usee! as I he similarity lll eaSlll'e ill tile cos t. rUll cl iOll, 
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Landslide il i<'asure of silllil ar ity ea n'st pea k Distall ce in pi x(' ls 
CorrelaLiol1 fun ·lion I 7. 5:300 
.J 
il l l lLllnl inf·o rlllntiOII I 2.7:1/IG 
Correlatioll flln ct ion I 10.6720 
I< 
il l li Lual infi>rlil atiol l I tl .2700 
Correlatioll fU l lctioll (j 10.75 10 
L 
J\ l uLu,l l illf(>rIllation :3 10.8 '27 
Table 5.27: 1.0 al ioll of Lll e nearest pea ks to t il lancl slide mea basecl Oil t,ile sigllifi ca llt sllift s. ( Pleas(' 
refer L() fi gllr<' 5.'15.) 
Landslid e 1\llcaslire of Sil11il ariLy N arest peak J) isLa li ce i I I pi xcls 
Correla l ioll flln ct ion I 11.6:310 
.} 
!\ l lltual inforl n,ttioll I '1.0760 
'orr lat ion fun clion I I O. 5 1tl5 
I< 
il l ut U<ll infori l lation I 7.3795 
Correlat ion fun ction 6 8.58:14 
L 
J\ l utual inforillat ion :3 I O. tl827 
Table 5.28: IJocat ion of the neareSL peaks 1.0 Lile landslid l' area based on t i l(' average sllifts. ( 1) lease 
refer to figure 5./16. ) 
Perccntc1ge of ckfi>rlil ation operat ors 
Evcnts 
Crowth Shrillkagc Translat ion Poly nonlial 
199.')- 1996 14% ISo/c 24 % 117% 
1996- 1997 11% J'I% 2/1% 11'% 
1997- 1998 ] /1% 15% 2'1% 117% 
Table 5.29: P(,rccntage of the succcss ful op'r<lLors used for th e aclapt.ed selling of panuIIC'IN vailies 
during t he process of rcgist ration for every cI'('nl during thc exp loratory run s. 
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Figure 5.47: Results based on mutual information for the landslide images dated 17/6/1995 and 
18/5/1996 with fixed parameter setting in (a) and with adapted parameter setting in (b). The 2% 
most significant shifts , (sx(i, j), sy(i, j)) (in blue colour); the 2% most significant shifts minus their 
standard deviations, (sx(i,j) - ilx(i,j), sy(i,j) - ily(i,j)) (in red colour) and the 2% most significant 
shifts plus their standard deviations, (sx(i, j) + ilx(i, j), sy(i, j) + ily (i, j)) (in magenta colour). 
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Figure 5.48: All identified peaks from the significant shifts in 25 runs when mutual information 
is used as the similarity measure in the cost function for the landslide images dated 17/6/1995 and 
18/5/1996. (a) Results with fixed parameter setting. (b) Results with adapted parameter setting. 
Nearest peak Distance in pixels 
Fixed 1 17.5193 
A 
Adapted 5 14.7054 
Fixed 2 22.8988 
B 
Adapted 5 16.1245 
Fixed 1 8.3071 
C 
Adapted 1 4.6098 
Table 5.30: Location of the nearest peaks to the landslide areas based on the significant shifts for 
the landslide images dated 17/6/1995 and 18/5/1996. (Please refer to figure 5.48.) 
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Parameter 
Evaluation 
Fixed Adapted 
NUJllber of proposed changes 787500 520000 
Number of accepted changes 12:371 10075 
Percentage of success. (%) 1.5434 2.0058 
Final value of mutual information 1.1.')87 1.1384 
(original value =0.7036) 
Percentage of increasing the 64.6700 61.7950 
value of mutual information, (%) 
Final value of correlation coefficient 0.7590 0.7634 
(original value =0.8188) 
Percentage of increasing the -7.2991 -6.76G2 
value of correlation coefficient, (%) 
Percentage of reduction 
value of the cost function, (%) 34.8480 :33.75GO 
Duration, (.s) 1746 1.549 
Maximum amount of shift 1.0fi73 1.9:.mO 
IVlinilllum amount of shift 0.002G O.OOGO 
A verage amount of shift 0.4200 0.3984 
Table 5.31: Results of the registration when mutual information is used as the similarity measure in 
the cost function with the fixed and adapted parameter setting for the landslide images dated 17/G/1995 
and 18/fi/100G. (V,ducs are averages over 25 mns.) 
132 Clw,ptcl' 5. E Jasbc i11Jagc r cgi stratioJJ 
Paral l1 t(, I' 
evaluat ion 
I"' ixed Adapt ed 
Mode 0 [' 0":,. (.~ :,.) 0.5500 OSiOO 
I\ilode 0 [' 0" u Uu) 0.5.500 0.7rjOO 
Mode 0 [' 0(8,8 - 0") 15 I .) 
Moele 01' O (.~, 8 0") 5 '5 
Mode 0[' sl lil'L (8, .S - 0") 0.8500 0.%00 
["Ioele 0 [' sllil'L (8, 8+ 0") O. ·500 0.5.'iOO 
[a'/'IIIIII · a '/'IIIII ,I'J [0.3696, l. 2:3'1 0] [02979, 1.48' 11 ] 
Ilangc of cr,t' (a./;/IIt1 I ' - a ,l'lIlllI) 0.86L14 1. ISG2 
[a!JIIII/I,(JYI/Ifl ,,.] [0.27 I . l .rj 90LI] [0. 2:39 1. 1.2tW)] 
Il.<l.nge or O"y ((JYlllfll" - aY/IIII!) J .J I 5/j 1.0 1:)S 
[0(.S,8 - 0") ",i", 0(8, '<; - 0" ) "",, :,.] [1.7:J2LI , 15S .8:300] [2 .07SI . 157 2900] 
n.a. l lgC' 01' 0 (O(ii , '<; - 0")",,, .• - 0(.<;, 8 - 0")",;,,) 157.1000 IG/I. :3200 
[0(.;;:,8+ 0" )",i", 0(8,'<; + 0" ) """'] [0.J90~l , IG3.t1 800] [ 1.l109G. 172.S900] 
n.ctllge or 0 (0(8 , 8 a)nw,c - 0(3, s + a)/I';/I) IG3.0900 17 1 LlSOO 
[s lli['t (8,8 - O"),n;", shift (.5,8 - O")nw.,.] [0.0222 , 1.3455] [0.077 I , I .0:326] 
Ila l l[!,e or shirL (s l l ift(8, 8 - O")"",,,. -shil·t ( .~, 8 - O")"u,,) I .J2J2 0.07Grj 
[s llift (8,8+ O"),n;" . shirt (8,'<; + 0")"",,,] [0.0 17 1, 1.8 102] [0 .020S. I:J:3S1] 
Ilal lge of sllil'L (shil't, (8, S + O")"](J .,. -shift(.<;, 8 + 0")",;,,) 1.79:30 I . :~ 17,1 
Table 5.32 : i1 esults or t he regist rati on 1'0 1' t he 2% 1Il0st sig lli fica nt shifts wh en Illu tua l inrorma.t i011 is 
used as t he si lilil arity lll eaSUI'C' in t he cos t ['lln d ion w ith t he ri xecJ a llCl adap ted parailleter SC'tt. illg 1'0 1' 
t he lands lide ill Jages dated 17/ 6/ 199.5 and J8/5/ 1996. ( Vahles are averages over 2.5 rtln s.) 
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Figure 5.49: Results based on mutual information for the landslide images dated 18/5/ 1996 and 
21 / 5/ 1997 with fixed parameter setting in (a) and with adapted parameter setting in (b). The 2% 
most significant shifts, (sx(i , j), sy(i , j)) (in blue colour); the 2% most significant shifts minus their 
standard deviations, (sx (i, j) - U x (i, j) , Sy (i, j) - U y (i, j)) (in red colour) and the 2% most significant 
shifts plus their standard deviations, (sx(i,j) + ux(i , j), sy(i , j) + uy(i,j)) (in magenta colour). 
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Figure 5.50: All identified peaks from the significant shifts in 25 runs when mutual information 
is used as the similarity measure in the cost function for the landslide images dated 18/5/1996 and 
21/5/1997. (a) Results with fixed parameter setting. (b) Results with adapted parameter setting. 
Landslide Parameter Nearest peak Distance in pixels 
Fixed 1 7.9796 
D andE 
Adapted 1 10.9588 
Fixed 1 15.5891 
F Adapted 1 9.5006 
Table 5.33: Location of the nearest peaks to the landslide areas based on the significant shifts for 
the landslide images dated 18/5/1996 and 21/5/1997. (Please refer to figure 5.50.) 
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Parameter 
Evaluation 
Fixed Adapted 
Number of proposed changes 816000 892000 
Number of accepted changes 12716 14073 
Percentage of success, (%) 1.5440 1.5641 
Final value of mutual information 
(original value =0.5023) 1.2127 1.2141 
Percentage of increasing the 
value of mutual information, (%) 60.0470 60.2280 
Final value of correlation coefficient 
(original val ue =0.8561) 0.7528 0.7.509 
Percentage of increasing the 
value of correlation coefficient, (%) -8.0183 -8.2/111 
Percentage of reduction 
value of the cost function, (%) 37.8480 40.5010 
Duration, (s) 179.5 1986 
Maximum amount of shift 1.5948 1.6069 
Minimum amount of shift 0.0046 0.0056 
Average amount of shift 0.4152 0.0416 
Table 5.:~4: Results of the registration when mutual information is used as the similarit.y measmc in 
the cost fUllction with the fixed and adapted parameter setting for the landslide images dated 18/S/1!)!)(j 
and 21/5/1~)!)7. (Values are averages over 25 runs.) 
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Parail lctcr 
8vait lat iol l 
F' ixcd /\ dapt,ed 
Mode o f' u.,. (.s.,.) 0.LI500 0.6500, 0.7.')00 
iVlodeuf u y (S l,) 0. 5.500 O.I .S OO 
fVlocir o f O( s, s - u) 25 35 
iVlod of O(s, s + u) 25 :3:> 
!"Iocle of' sllif't (ii , s - u) O. J 500, 03500 0:\500 
r., lloci e of' sllif'L (s, .~ + u) 0.5500, 0.0500 0.2500, 0.2!'i00 
[a,rlll lit' (J ;/'/I/ ( I ,"] [0.:3:102, l. 22:30] [0.2690. 1.08771 
Ilange of 0".1' (a ,J; /I111.1 - a,I'III I11) 0.8869 0.818G 
[aYIII III , a YII /(I .l'l [0:'\114 1, 1.1030] [0.2/179 1, 1.0/19DI 
I ~a l l gc or a u (au"u, ,' - (JYI/III1) 0.758D O. 019 
[O (.~, s - U)"d". O(s , S - U),"" .' ] [2.00 10, 15/1. 5000] [2.8520, 150.7000 ] 
I~ angr 01' 0 (O(s ,.s - U)/11I1",' - O(.<i, S - U)",i") 1.52.5300 15:J.!:JI 00 
[O(.s , s + U)"d" , O(s, S + u)"ItI .,·] [0. 197 1, 168.0000] [t!. 0760, 10:1.0000] 
RaJlg of' 0 (O(s, s + u )"w .G - 0(8 , S + U)",in) 167.8600 1580:300 
[s hifL (.s,.5 - U),,'i,, ' shifL (s, s - U)"UI .,.] [0.0280, 1.11879] [0.0 105 1.2/18(j ] 
IlaJlge of shi fL (s llifL(s, .'if - u)"", .,. - shifL(s, s - U)",i,,) 1.11000 1.2:\81 
[shifL (.'i , .5 + U)""n . slJifL (s, s + u)",,/,/] [00000, 1.1 L:J I] [0.0 I riD. O.DnO] 
l1.angr 01' shifL (shifL(s, .5 + u)",".,, - shif'L (s, s + U)",in) 1. 11 31 0977 1 
Table 5.35: licsull.s of t he regist rat ion 1'01' Lhe 2% lllosL signifi canL shifLs whell lJlutual ill fo lillatio ll is 
II sed as Llle silll ilmiLy lJleasme in Llle cost flln ct ioll wiLh Lhe fix ed and adapLed paralllNer seL t.i llg for 
Lhe lall dsl ide images dated 18/5/ 1006 and 21/5/ 1997. (Values are averages over 25 luns.) 
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x 
(a) 
4667235 
4666485 
417883 418633 
x 
(b) 
Figure 5.51: Results based on mutual information for the landslide images dated 21/5/1997 and 
22/4/1998 with fixed parameter setting in (a) and with adapted parameter setting in (b). The 2% 
most significant shifts, (sx(i, j), sy(i, j)) (in blue colour); the 2% most significant shifts minus t heir 
standard deviations, (sx(i,j) - O'x(i,j), sy(i,j) - O'y(i,j)) (in red colour) and the 2% most significant 
shifts plus their standard deviations, (sx(i, j) + O'x(i, j), sy(i, j) + O'y(i, j)) (in magenta colour) . 
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Figure 5.52: All identified peaks from the significant shifts in 25 runs when mutual information 
is used as the similarity measure in the cost function for the landslide images dated 21/5/1997 and 
22/4/1998. (a) Results with fixed parameter setting. (b) Results with adapted parameter setting. 
Nearest peak Distance in pixels 
Fixed 2 7.0055 
G 
Adapted 2 10.8128 
Fixed 4 9.9359 
H 
Adapted 5 14.9895 
Fixed 2 9.1309 
Adapted 2 12.3723 
Table 5.36: Location of the nearest peaks to the landslide areas based on the significant shifts for 
the landslide images dated 21/5/1997 and 22/4/1998. (Please refer to figure 5.52.) 
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Parameter 
Eval uation 
Fixed Adapted 
N umher of proposed changes 788000 848000 
Number of accepted chang(,s 12174 1:3.591 
Percentage of success, (%) l.5316 1..58:33 
Final value of 111utual information 
(original value =0.8283) 1.2544 1.2U39 
Percentage of increasing the 
value of lllutual inlc)],!llation, (%) 51.4420 52.58UO 
Final value of correlation codficient 
(original value =0.9010) 0.7905 0.7852 
Percentage of increasing til(' 
value of correlation coefficient, (%) -12.2710 -12.85:30 
Percentage of reduction 
value of the cost function, (%) :34.8!I(iO :38.:38/10 
Duration, (s) 1718 1918 
IV[axilIlUIll amollnt of shift 2.:3097 1.407!1 
iVlinilllllln amount of shift 0.0042 0.0080 
A verage amount of shift 0.4774 0.'1084 
Table 5.37: Results of' the registrat.ion when Illutual inforlllation is used a.~ the similarity meHS\lJ'C' in 
the cost function wiLh the fixC'd and adapted parameter setting for the landslide images dated 21/5/1997 
and 22/ i l/19D8. (Values are averages over 25 runs.) 
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Panllllct.!'r 
Evaluation 
I Fixed Adapt.l'd 
!vI ode of rJ.,· (.~, ) O.'J'JO() O.'J'JOO 
Mode of cr!! (.;!! ) 0.!"i!"i00 O.G'JOO 
[v[odl) of O( .~, .~ ~ rJ) 2'J IIG 
j\Jodl' of O(.~, B + rJ) 2G ;) 
Mode of shift (.;,.~ ~ rJ) O.D500 O.(iGO() 
j\·Jode of shift (.;,.~ + rJ) O.2GOO 0.1 GOO, O./);jOO, O.!J'iOO 
1-------. 
[a:I"1I III' (J:I''II/II.I' J [O.:12:Jl, 1.57%] [0.:\4!12. 1.12/):\] 
Hang() of cr:, (rr:l"IUfI." ~ (T:r ,lllll ) 1. 2 !"iG;\ O.7K;IO 
[aY'IIIIII' a ylIllI ,/,] [O.:l7!):3, l.fj!"i7:J] [O.:{G2:3, 1.00:\1] 
Il.iLlIge of cr!l (a ym !! I: ~ (J.IIIII/II) 1.0,s20 O.GG07 
[()(.~,.~ ~ cr)m;lI, ()(.~,.~ ~ cr)"",,,:] [1.4:m. 1(lRI200] [2.7:\71, IG:J.!J(iOO] 
H.ang!' of 0 ({)(.~,.~ ~ cr) 11111:1' ~ {)(,~, .~ ~ cr) """ ) ](j(j.G800 I G 1.2:\00 
[{)(.~,.~ + rJ)""", O(,<1,.~ + cr)"llu] [2.70'i7, 15G.GGOOJ [O.:J7'i!J, IGD.DODOJ 
H.angc of 0 (O(.~,.; + rJ) """ ~ O(.~,.~ + rJ )",;,,) 15:tDGOO IGD.'J:lOO 
[shift. (.~,.~ ~ cr)""", shift (.; .. ~ ~ cr)",u,,·J [0.02/)'J, 1.(jGD,sJ [O.002(j, 1.00;12] 
Range of shift (shift(.<i, B -- cr) ""'" ~shift(ij, ,~ ~ rJ )"';" ) l.(i:Jl:3 I. 00 Hi 
[shift (.; .. ~ + cr)",;", shift. (ii,:'i + cr)""",J [O.fJl!J(i, 1.5};j!JJ [0.0200. 1.2008J 
H.angc of shift. (shift.(.; .. ~ + rJ),,,u:r~shift(B,.~ + rJ)"",,) 1.4DG2 I.IKOK 
Table 5.:~8: llesult.s of t.he regist.rat.ioll for t.he 2% 1l10St. significiLlIt shifts whell lllut.ual illllll'lnat ion is 
used ae; the similarit.y nl('a.~lll"e ill the cost funct.ioll with the fixed and adapted paralllet.er sl'tt.illg for 
t.he lalldslide illlages dat.ed 21j:i/19D7 and 22/4/1!J98. (Values arc averages over 2G rUlls.) 
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Inside box. (Tn) Nearest peak, (m) 
Event.s (~ase Reported Correlation l'v1 utual Correlatioll Mutual 
size, (m) functioll information function information 
.J 80-300 :3.4:3-43.29 4.73-40.89 10.24-90.89 1.97-42.t11 x 
1998-1999 I( more than 10 7.7/1-20.92 4.G5-20.09 lO.G5-118.88 :3 .9:3-:32.05 J 
L morc than 10 G.:3:3-22.G2 8.9:3-27.18 1O.2:3-28.8G 15.7/J-28.GO J 
Table 5.~H): Comparison hetween the in felTed or reported movemcnt and t.he det.ect.ed rang;e of values 
of t.hc movement. for 1998-1999 landslide ('VPnt.s. 
Inside bux, (m.) Nearest. peak, (m) 
Events (;clSC' Reported Fixed Adapted Fixed Adapted 
sir,c, (m) para.Jlleters ]Jaranleters parauwtcrs paramct.ers 
;\ 10-200 2.20-25.6 ] :1.l4-2/1. 76 0.8.5-58.72 1.52-22.50 J 
19D5-199G B 80-:300 1.74-20.8:3 1..57-25.01 0.5G-44.18 l.97-22.50 x 
C more than 10 :3.G8-1O.87 5.32-20.91 1.97-32.:35 G.:lO-25.Hi J 
I) 25 5.7G-20,48 1.15-2:3.:32 7.02-19.1G :.3.27-29.47 J 
199G-lmJ7 E :30 5.7(i-20JI8 11.15-2:3.:32 7.02-19.IG :127-29,117 J 
F more than 10 14.58-29.88 9.8;j-2:3.24 7.02-J9.W :3.27-29.4 i J 
c; more t.han 10 2:3.GI-42.22 2:3.GI-/J2.22 17,110-:3i:1.:37 II.D/J-25.:3G J 
1997-1998 II more than 10 :3.4:3-20.0 J :3.4:3-20.01 1.2G-24.76 G.14-J5.G9 J 
I 80-:300 0.:\0-42.22 0.30-42.22 5.97-:38.:3G 1l.();!-:l2.8:\ x 
Table 5.40: Comparison between the inferred or report.ed movcment. and t.he detect.ed rang;c of values 
of the 1l1OvC'mcllt for 1995-1998 landslide evcnts. 
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Evellts lvleasure of silllilarity False alarlll rate 
Correlation fUllctioll (J.G7 
IDDK-IDDD 
Mutual in fol'l lla t iou 0.57 
Table 5.41: Th() fals(' alann rat.(' based Oll the siglJificant. shifts {ClI' the I D9K-I DD~J lalldslide' eVC'llts. 
I';vt'llts Meas1l1'c of silllilarity False alai'll! rat<) 
Correlatioll fUllCtioll O.G:.l 
1 D!lK-IDDD 
]'vI utual Illforlllatioll O.GO 
Table 5.42: The false alal'ln rate lJas('d on the average shifts for the ID!lK-I DUD landslide evcnts. 
Events I )anu ficter False alarm rate I 
Fixed (J.G:3 
I !J95-1 D9G 
Adapted 0.'i0 
Fixed 0.57 
I D9G- iDD7 
Adapted 0.70 
Fixed 0.50 
ID97-1DDK 
Adapted 0.70 
Table 5.4:3: The' false alarm rate based on the significant shift.s for t.he 199G-I DDK landslide ('\7('nt s. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 
This thesis examined some image processing techniques that lllay be llsed to detect 
lamlslides of different sillcs. A simple rnethod of change detection based on local nl1l-
tual information was first implemented. It was shown to be inadequate to detect small 
scale landslides. That is why a method based on clastic image registration was pro-
posed. This chapter provides a brief overview of the thesis in combination with its main 
contributions. The limitations of our work are also stated, and possible directions for 
future research arc sllggestecl. 
6.1 Summary and Conclusions 
A brief literature survey on landslide detection and identification to date was presented 
in Chaptcr 2. This included image enhancement, image differencing, image classifica-
tion and image registration. It was concluded that image differencing was the simplest 
method. However, this method is not applicable when images taken from different 
lIlodalities are used. It was also concluded that, problems in detecting landslides with 
sille of less than one pixel might be overcome using an image registration method with 
sub-pixel accuracy. 
In Chapter 3, we proposed a simple method of change detection and identification. 
Prior to detecting the changes, all identified sources of noise, i.e. cloud and snow pixels 
143 
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in the images were eliminated, by using a bright region detection method which first 
hac! becn proposed for the detection of lllic:rocalcificatiolls in mamlllogram images. The 
change detection method detected the changes by nsing a local similarity measurc based 
011 lIlntual infornmtion and image thresholding. A binary change image was prodnced. 
Landslides were identified as the largest cOllIlected regions in this image. This method 
is simple and sllitable to be lIsed to detect large landslides using images from the same 
or differellt modalities. However, it is not appropriate for detecting small landslides. 
In Chapter 4, a basic lIllderstawling of the process of registering two images awl a lit-
eratnre snrvey on tlw latest algorithms for illmge registratioll methods were prescnt(xl. 
In summary, tlw image registration process starts from selecting the COlTcspowling 
features in both images. These are used to establish a transformation hlllction. This 
transformation hmction is then nsecl to transform one image to the other. Image resam-
pling is lIs(~d to identify llew grey level values in the transformed inmge. A similarity 
measure is nsed to control the qnality of registration. The process of registration stops 
when the C/nality of registration is acceptable. 
The major contriJmtion of this thesis was presented in Chapter 5. In this chapter, we 
proposed a new lllethod of landslide detection ami quantification based on elastic image 
registration. There are two versiolls of the method. One used the correlation fnnction 
as a measnrc of similarity and the other used the lIlutual information. Fonr deformation 
operators were 1lsed to locally imitate the way land deforms during landslides. It was 
concluded that the exponential polynomial operator was the most usefnl of all. This 
is validated by the ground informatioIl, according to which, in almost all cases the 
lanclslicles were cct1lsed by rotational type of movement. 
The Cj1lality of the results was assessed by checking the consistency and repeatabil-
ity of the results, repeating each experiment 25 times with different random lllullber 
generators. From the res1llts, it was concluded that mutual information not only gave 
consistent res1llts for the 2% most significant shifts, but also gave more localised average 
shift vectors. The second way to assess the q1lality of the results was to determine how 
close the locations of the reported landslides were to those of the identified landslides. 
The locations of the identified landslides were defined in two different ways using the 
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produced shift map: One considered the average shift inside a 15 x 15 window around 
each pixel and the other used only the 2% most significant shifts. From the results, 
we concluded that mutual information in conjunction with the average significant local 
shift gave the best agreement with the reported locations of the landslides. This method 
was then Ilsed to register three other pairs of images either using a fixed parameter set-
ting or adapted parameter setting. From the results, we conclllded that the adapted 
parameters did not produce sufficiently better results than the fixed parameters, so it is 
not necessary to bother with the adapted parameters. The size of movement inside the 
identified landslide areas was compared with the movement in the recorded landslides. 
The sizes of the identified movements were consistent with the sizes of the recorded 
landslides. However, in very few of the cases the position of the largest shift in the 
transformed image coincided exactly with the locations of the reported landslides. 
The study area corresponded to mountainous terrain. We were informed that the im-
ages we used were geocoded rather grossly being parts of much larger images. As a 
conseqlwncc, the marked locations of the reported landslides might have been several 
pixels off their true locations. In view of this information, and t.he fact. t.hat om algo-
rithm produced reasonably consistent results over the 25 separate runs, we are inclined 
to trust the result of the algorithm more rather than the so called "groulld truth". It 
is worth remembering that during each one of the 25 runs, a totally different seqnence 
of the deformation operators was involved, with different parameter values, all chosen 
at random. 
The major contribution, therefore, of this thesis, is the development of au elastic image 
registration algorithm which does not rely on auy parametric model of image transfor-
mation, e.g. affine transform, and which can be used to register images with sub-pixel 
accuracy even whcn the distortion suffered by one of them is totally inhomogeneous 
aud' highly localised. 
6.2 Future work 
The main drawback of our algorithm is that it uses a greedy energy minimisation ap-
proach, which was designed to accept only image transformations that could reduce the 
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vcdue of the cost function. This typ e of greedy algorithm might get stuck to a localmin-
imum , i.e. a state, the energy of which is far from being the global minimum, but which 
still has energy less than any neighbouring sta te. However , the random invocation of 
the var ious operators safeguards against such a situa tion, in par t icular as the algorithm 
is rep eated several times , and a conseusus outcome is so ught. Neverthelcs,', the b es t 
way to avoid sub-op t imal solutions is the use of a stochastic op timisation techniqu e, 
like a genetic algorithm or simula ted annealing. 
Another d l' [twbad< of the algorithm is its slowness . For regi.'tering two images of s ize 
50 x 50 USillg the C programming language ill a 8 x 900MI-Iz/2MB cache Intel PIlI 
Xeons machine, 728s CPU time was required on average for the correla tion f1l11ction-
based method , 17093 for th e mutu al information-based metho I wi th fixe 1 parallleters 
allCl 18173 for the mutual information-based method with adaptation of the parame-
ters. This drawback makes t he use of the algorithm impractical. This problem will b e 
exacerbated if th greedy optimisation algorithm is replaced by a stochast ic op timisa-
tion one. The only way to gain time is if the algorithm is implemented in pmallel, so 
tha t t he values of several pixels are updated in one go . Alterna tively, if memory is not 
a problem, the various opera tors lllay be precomputed and stored , as masks of sp ecific 
shifts at sp ecific locations, which are invoked ready made auel imposed 011 the ilnage 
each time it has to be transformed. This clearly imposes limita tions Oll the various 
differeut values of t he parameters of each op erator t hat will be allowed , as 011 e will 
have to have such a pre-computed mask for each operator , for each coml)inatioll of its 
parameters. 
Finally, the most significant drawback of this approach is that it does not include a 
mechanism that allows the distinction between a landslide and any other change on the 
surface of the Earth that caused the change in the appearance of the image. Such a 
mechanism should probably involve higher level knowledge, multisp ectral information 
and it should probably operate in conjuction with an exper t sys tem. 
Appendix A 
Results of individual runs 
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Figure A.l: Vectors of the 2% Illost signil1cant shil.'Ls when t he correlation coeffic ient is used as the 
siJ1lilarily measure in t he cost function. (a) Seed 2. (b) Seed 3. 
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A.2 Mutual information as the similarity measure in the 
cost function 
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